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Executive summary 

Cooperative human–automation practice heavily depends on the elements that affect the 

operator’s tendency to rely on and comply with automation. As a result there is an ever 

growing appeal for insights into the relation among human’s and their interaction with 

technological automation. MSD Animal Health is facing rapid growth in demand with regard 

to a fair share of their products and as each produced batch must be tested by the Quality 

Control Operations department it consequently means that their proceedings will need to 

ramp up accordingly. As a result, MSD animal Health is looking for a scalable solution that 

will enable a ramp up of proceedings with the current amount of lab technicians and 

laboratories. They believe that the efficiency of their quality control proceedings could be 

challenged by incorporation of automation systems. However, implementation of such 

technological innovations within quality control proceedings is deemed highly innovative in 

the industry, as it is a process of manual labor that is executed by skillful lab technicians. As 

a result, there is a lack of knowledge about joint human-automation application with regard to 

their quality control lab technicians. 

Information technology researchers have focused on the adoption and use of technological 

innovations in the work place through the technology acceptance model (Davis D. F., 1989). 

Separately, existent literature has focused on resistance to change as a personality trait that 

explains a person’s dispositional inclination to resist changes (Oreg, 2003). Most companies 

seek the individual that is willing and able to respond positively to change, nevertheless, 

organizational change is often hindered by an internal dispositional inclination to resist the 

change. This could impose a significant antecedent of technology acceptance, as 

implementation of technological innovations is usually accompanied by organizational 

change. The following research question accompanies the described research gap: How does 

resistance to change influence the lab technicians’ attitude towards a transition from 

manually executed to automated quality control proceedings? 

One´s attitude towards automation is seen as the dependent variable of this research. The 

attitude that one holds towards a technological innovation is seen as the greatest determinant 

of behavioral intention with regard to the system (Davis F. D., 1989). Davis et al. have 

concluded that ‘perceived usefulness’ is the most considerable significant explainer of 

behavioral intention in the technology acceptance model. Consequently this leads to the 
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belief that lab technicians who perceive automated processes as useful will also be likely to 

show a positive attitude toward automation. The greater a lab technician’s perception of ease-

of-use, the greater should be the end-user’s impression of efficacy and personal control with 

regard to his or her capability to carry out the sequences of behavior and effort required to 

operate the system. As a result it is likely to believe that a high perception of ease-of-use will 

contribute to a positive attitude towards automation. Moreover, higher levels of ‘perceived 

ease-of-use’ are also theorized to contribute to increased levels of usefulness, due to the 

saved effort that can be redeployed. 

The reasons for resistance to change are often not far to seek: The benefits to the organization 

are often contradictory to the interests of the individuals being asked to make the change 

(Tichy N. M., 1982). In order to conclusively measure the trait of resistance to change Oreg 

described the development of a scale, called the Resistance to Change Scale, designed to tap 

an individual’s tendency to resist or avoid making changes (Oreg, 2003). The behavioral 

dimension that consists of people’s inclination to adopt routines, ‘routine seeking’, ascertains 

one’s preference for low levels of stimulation and novelty as well as the reluctance to give up 

old habits. Following these characteristics it is deemed likely that high levels of ‘routine 

seeking’ preference will negatively influence a lab technician’s perception of usefulness, 

ease-of-use and attitude towards automation in general. The same effect is hypothesized for 

the form of resistance to change that explains the degree to which a person will show 

emotional reactions to imposed changes, through a lack of psychological resilience and 

reluctance to lose control. Also, the resistance to change trait that reflects on the immediate 

inconvenience or detrimental effects of change, ‘short-term focus’, is expected to have a 

negative influence on a lab technician’s perception of usefulness, ease-of-use and attitude 

towards automation in general. The negative effect would be caused by the concern of a 

capabilities gap and the fact that implementation of automation can be labeled as a long term 

process innovation. At last, the same negative influence is expected for the form of resistance 

to change that displays the rigidity that people experience with regard to the cognitive 

dimension, ‘cognitive rigidity’. This trait is characterized by dogmatism, self-efficacy and 

locus of control (Oreg S. , 2006). 

A survey is established in order to test the hypotheses resulting from the theoretical 

framework. In this research’s context the focal point is characterized by lab technicians 

engaged in quality control proceedings. Therefor all lab technicians of the Quality Control 
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Operations department are included as respondents within the survey. Furthermore, a pre-test 

executed by the lab technician’s operational coaches (n = 8), has indicated that the cohesion 

of the survey items belonging to the constructs is satisfying. Apart from a few minor textual 

modifications to enhance distinctiveness, there were no complaints or remarks about the 

substance. 

Based on survey data of sixty-two lab technicians it is concluded that the influence that a lab 

technician’s perception of usefulness has on his attitude towards automation is the most 

important relationship within the conceptual model. This relationship yielded the greatest 

positive (β-value: .959) and significant (p-value: <0.001) regression coefficient in the 

conceptual model (R2-value: .760). The effect of ‘perceived ease-of-use’ on ‘attitude towards 

automation’ (β-value: .182) is second to that of ‘perceived usefulness’. The study has also 

empirically confirmed that higher levels of ‘perceived ease-of-use’ also contribute to 

increased levels of usefulness. Even though there were no significant direct relationships 

between ‘resistance to change’ and ‘attitude towards automation’ in the conceptual model, 

the study has revealed that ‘routine seeking’ and ‘cognitive rigidity’ personality traits have a 

significant (resp. p-value: 0.003 and 0.004) and negative effect (resp. β-value: -.552 and -

.396) on a lab technician’s perception of usefulness with regard to automation. In addition, 

only the ‘cognitive rigidity’ trait has yielded a significant (p-value: 0.019), negative (β-value: 

-.511), effect on a lab technician’s perception of ease-of-use. 

Davis et al. had concluded that ‘perceived usefulness’ would be the most considerable 

explainer of behavioral intention (Davis F. D., 1989). This is supported in the current study, 

where ‘perceived usefulness’ is concluded to fulfill the most substantial role in the conceptual 

model. As it is the most important influencing construct, it is sensible to positively stimulate 

the awareness of usefulness through organized information provisioning about the rationales 

to incorporate such technological innovations. Furthermore, the current study adds to the 

literature what human traits in terms of ‘resistance to change’ strengthen or weaken 

individual beliefs of ease-of-use and usefulness of technological innovations. The limitation 

of the expression and therefor influence of these traits could be counteracted by education as 

well as training prior to the implementation of automation systems, in addition to organized 

information provisioning. This will create familiarity and it will enhance the sense of locus of 

control amongst the lab technicians. 
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1. Introduction 

Cooperative human–automation practice heavily depends on the elements that affect the 

operator’s tendency to rely on and comply with automation. As a result there is an ever 

growing appeal for insights into the relation among human’s and their interaction with 

technological automation. Consequently, the following research report sets out to elaborate 

on certain elements of human-automation interaction that could affect reliance and 

compliance.  

This chapter will elaborate on the contextual aspects of the project, like for instance the 

background, but also the problem statement and research questions. Moreover, it will provide 

insights with regard to the relevance and importance of the project. 

1.1. Background and context 

Background and context will elucidate the situational aspects and surroundings of the 

research project’s execution. This paragraph will give insight into MSD Animal Health as a 

worldwide manufacturer of pharmaceutical products, but also on the proceedings of the 

Quality Control Operations department in which the research project takes place. 

1.1.1. MSD Animal Health 

MSD Animal Health has two facilities in the Netherlands. These are located in Boxmeer and 

De Bilt and comprise a total of fourteen hundred employees. The Boxmeer subsidiary is the 

world’s largest establishment within the pharmaceutical industry with regard to development 

and production of veterinary vaccines. Due to the presence of research, development, 

production, quality control, logistic, marketing and sales departments at this site, it is 

appointed as a Center of Excellence among the worldwide MSD network (MSD Animal 

Health, 2018). Furthermore, the Dutch subsidiary of MSD Animal Health is part of a 

worldwide network, with activity in hundred forty countries. Figure 1 shows MSD’s 

worldwide network of animal health manufacturing facilities. 
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Figure 1 – Worldwide MSD Animal Health network 

MSD Animal Health stands for innovative solutions which will improve animal health. The 

company pursues this mission by carrying out a vision that centers their strong research and 

knowledge base. This base is used to supply vaccines, pharmaceutical products, services and 

practical tools which will improve the health of animals, protect public health, advance the 

quality of the living together of humans and pets and to provide a guarantee of sustainable 

and qualitative food supply. (MSD Animal Health, 2018) 

1.1.2. Quality Control Operations 

The research project takes place in the Quality Control Operations department and focusses 

on the transitional phase of manually executed quality control proceedings towards the 

implementation of technological innovations in the form of automation. 

The Quality Control Operations department is a part of Center of Excellence Quality 

Operations, which can be seen as the overarching department. Quality Operations is 

responsible for: 

 The testing and releasing of MSD Animal Health products 

 Compliance of the quality systems. 

 Stability of MSD Animal Health products during shelf life 
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Among these responsibilities the Quality Control Operations department is mainly 

responsible for testing MSD Animal Health’s products. This is executed through seven 

different teams, where each team is responsible for a variety of analogous products. Each 

team consists of an operational coach and a group of lab technicians, who are responsible for 

the execution of all testing procedures of their concerning products. These procedures mainly 

consist of labor intensive (manual) analytical lab proceedings in order to make sure that the 

concerning batch of products will fit the product specifications and is therefore eligible to be 

released. Ultimately, the Quality Control Operations department is responsible for 

safeguarding and guaranteeing the functioning of each batch of products. 

1.2. Problem statement  

MSD Animal Health is facing rapid growth in demand with regard to a fair share of their 

products. Although their efficiently streamlined production processes could theoretically 

match the forecasted growth, it is the operational support that will need to find innovative 

solutions to match the market’s demand. 

Each produced batch must be tested before it is qualified for release. This means that a ramp-

up of production levels would inseparably result in corresponding growth of the necessary 

quality control proceedings. Seemingly, there are multiple ways of covering the resulting 

growth of necessary quality control proceedings. One could argue that the growth in work 

proceedings could be covered by growth in the workforce, e.g. hiring more lab technicians. 

Yet this is not a sustainable solution, because MSD Animal Health only has a finite space of 

laboratories for the execution of quality control proceedings. Furthermore, expansion of 

facilities dedicated to quality control proceedings is also not a satisfactory solution, because 

the current company premise is already utilized till its fullest surface potential. In addition to 

that, the expected growth for some of the products amount to a doubling of the current 

proceedings within the coming six years. This would ultimately make the solution of building 

new laboratories only a long-term solution and therefore not suitable for the current situation. 

Therefore the company needs to look for other scalable solutions.  

This leaves only one eligible solution direction, which is to challenge the efficiency of the 

quality control proceedings. In the current set-up, quality control proceedings consist of 

intensive manual labor, performed by specialized lab technicians. In order to improve 

efficiency, MSD Animal Health has turned its vision towards technological innovations in the 
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form of automation. However, the implementation of such technological innovations within 

quality control proceedings is deemed highly innovative within the industry and therefore 

lacks prescribed guidance rules for implementation. This places the company in need of 

knowledge about joint human-automation application with regard to their quality control lab 

technicians. Ultimately, MSD Animal Health would like to know how it can optimize a 

transition that is caused by implementing such a technological innovation. 

1.3. Relevance of research project 

As described within the problem statement, implementing automation into quality control 

proceedings is deemed highly innovative within the industry. Consequently, a lack of 

guidance arises with regard to the challenges that implementation would bring forth. This 

paragraph will elaborate on the practical relevance as well as the research gap concerning the 

research project. 

1.3.1. Practical relevance 

As a result of the innovativeness and thus lack of previous experience there is a demand for 

academically grounded guidance with regard to the methodological aspects of implementing 

such technological innovations. After all, the current set-up relies on the professionality and 

skillfulness of the lab technicians, who are responsible for an adequate execution of the 

analytical lab proceedings. 

Implementation of automation in order to enhance efficiency, inseparably means that a 

proven method of manual proceedings will need to be adjusted to a process that is centered 

around automation technology instead of a lab technician. A major question that arises is 

what this will mean for the lab technicians, because the composition and therefore also the 

required and recommended competences of their jobs could change drastically. Furthermore, 

the lab technicians will still be of vital performance, but will they resist themselves to this 

change as a result of the possible altering’s of their jobs. Ultimately, they will still be 

responsible for the execution of quality control proceedings, albeit likely less reliant on their 

competencies as educated lab technicians. Consequently, it could help MSD Animal Health 

in the process of implementation to understand the lab technicians’ beliefs with regard to the 

pillars of acceptance concerning automation. 
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1.3.2. Research gap 

In order to provide MSD Animal Health with academically grounded guidance, but to also 

contribute to empirical research it is chosen to focus on the relationship between technology 

acceptance and change. More specifically and appropriate within the current context, the 

research will focus on the affiliation between technology acceptance in the form of 

automation and resistance to change. Which is a combination of subjects that is not 

empirically studied before and could therefore impose new insight with regard to the 

determinants of technology acceptance. 

Information technology researchers have focused on the adoption and use of technological 

innovations in the work place through the technology acceptance model (Davis D. F., 1989). 

The relationship surrounding adoption and usage behavior are of central interest with regard 

to innovations in the work place, as the burden of unused potential of technological 

innovations presents a continuous challenge for organizations. The indication of low or 

inefficient usage of installed systems has been described as a dominant cause of the 

‘productivity paradox’ (Sichel, 1997). 

Separately, existent literature has focused on resistance to change as a personality trait that 

explains a person’s dispositional inclination to resist changes (Oreg, 2003). Most industrial 

establishments will seek for the individual that is willing and able to respond positively to 

change, nevertheless, organizational change is often hindered by an internal dispositional 

inclination to resist the change. The logic that shelters this type of practice is the fact that 

benefits to the organization are regularly contradictory to the interests of the individuals to 

make the change (Tichy N. M., 1982). As it could well be for the case of the lab technicians, 

who rely on their trained competencies as lab technicians. 

Dispositional resistance to change could impose a significant antecedent of technology 

acceptance, as implementation of technological innovations is usually accompanied by 

organizational change. It is also the case for the current context, where implementation of 

automation will initiate organizational change with regard to quality control proceedings. 

Nevertheless, these two central topics of research have not yet been combined in the context 

of automation. As a result it makes for an interesting research gap with practical value as well 

as academic value. 
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1.4. Research objective 

Building on the previously described practical relevance and research gap, this paragraph will 

elaborate on the objectives of the research project. Furthermore, the objectives will 

afterwards be translated into research questions to guide the execution of the project. 

First and foremost the research project seeks to provide MSD Animal Health with advice 

regarding the process of enhancing efficiency of quality control proceedings through 

implementation of automation. This will be achieved through a thorough research study of 

the focal points, resulting in a research model that will be empirically tested. As a result of 

the empirical analysis the company will be provided with managerial implications that can be 

translated into practical actions, which are targeted at improving the implementation of 

automation. 

The second objective of this research project is to provide theoretical implications on the 

existent research gap within the theorized research model. The theoretical implications 

combined with a thorough analysis of the limitations will form a pedestal for future empirical 

research on resistance to change within technology acceptance in the context of automation. 

1.5. Research questions 

As described in preceding paragraphs, the innovativeness of implementing automation in 

quality control proceedings produces a variety of challenges. One of which are the human 

behavioral aspects with regard to change and innovation among the lab technicians. In order 

to provide MSD Animal Health with academically substantiated consultation on such process 

innovation, the main research question will be: 

 How does resistance to change influence the lab technicians’ attitude towards a 

transition from manually executed to automated quality control proceedings? 

In order to fully embrace the scope of the main research question, it will be completed with 

sub-research questions. Each sub-research question will possess its own focus area, resulting 

in an imperative part of knowledge and insight that will bring forth an answer to the main 

research question and therefore provide MSD Animal Health with guidance in its trajectory 

of process innovation. The following sub-research questions are formed: 
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 Does high resistance to change among lab technicians result in a lower perception of 

usefulness and ease-of-use of automation within quality control proceedings? 

 Does high resistance to change among lab technicians result in negative attitude 

towards automation? 

 Does high perception of usefulness and ease-of-use of automation within quality 

control proceedings among lab technicians result in negative attitude towards 

automation? 

 How can the company manage/reduce their lab technicians’ resistance to change? 

1.6. Thesis structure 

Thorough empirical research will be fundamental in order to answer the research questions 

and to ultimately provide MSD Animal Health with substantiated managerial implications. 

The research projects’ report will be established by means of the following structure in order 

to successfully accomplish the described objectives. 

The projects’ focal point was established by interplay between the company, the university 

and me. Subsequently, the framework of the research project was agreed upon through a 

research proposal report. Following the agreement of the research’s framework the 

introduction, encompassing context, the problem statement, objectives and research 

questions, was established. In order to build upon the introduction and to provide the 

research’s framework with the necessary empirical base a theoretical framework will be 

established. The theoretical framework will draw upon the research’s focal points by 

reviewing previous empirical articles to ultimately create a conceptual model and the 

corresponding hypotheses. 

Consecutively, the quantitative research methodology will be elaborated on in order to 

validate the data collection approach as well as the measurements’ content. The empirical 

data analysis, containing a practical statistical representation of the conceptual model, will be 

presented following the research methodology. Furthermore, the data analysis will be 

translated into a thorough discussion, containing theoretical, managerial and MSD Animal 

Health implications. At last the master thesis report will conclude upon a discussion of 

research limitations and future research regarding related topics.  
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2. Theoretical framework 

The defined research question is based on the company’s wish for guidance in the transitional 

phase of process innovation and process change management and the answer should be 

composed by resolving the sub-research questions. The following paragraphs will elaborate 

on existent literature regarding the constructs embracing the research questions.  

Furthermore, existent literature will be consulted to create academically grounded hypotheses 

with regard to a prediction of the constructs’ coherent relationships. Ultimately, these 

hypotheses will be empirically tested in order to fill in the academic research gap that was 

concluded upon in the introduction. 

2.1. Technology acceptance 

Often joint human–automation performance depends on the factors affecting the operator’s 

tendency to rely on and comply with automation. Although cognitive engineering researchers 

have studied technology acceptance as related to task–technology compatibility and human–

technology co-agency, information system researchers have evaluated user acceptance of 

technology, using the ‘Technology Acceptance Model’. 

Information technology adoption and use in the work place continues to be a central interest 

of information systems research and practice. The burden of unused potential of 

technological innovations is a continuous challenge for firms, in spite of substantial progress 

in hardware and software capabilities. The symptoms that accompany low usage of installed 

systems have been described as a major factor underlying the ‘productivity paradox’ 

encompassing lackluster returns from organizational investments in information technology 

(Sichel, 1997). 

Davis et al. (1989) proposed the technology acceptance model to address why users accept or 

reject information technology. Their model is an adaptation of the theory of reasoned action 

proposed by Fishbein and Ajzen (1967). The theory of reasoned action explains and predicts 

the behaviors of people in a specific situation by interpreting the relation between attitudes 

and behaviors within human action (Paul Legris, 2003). The theory is a widely researched 

model with its roots in social psychology. It has proven to be successful in predicting and 

explaining behavior across a broad array of domains with its fairly generic model, which is 
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capable of explaining virtually any human behavior. The model is concerned with the 

determinants of consciously intended behaviors (Ajzen, 1980). According to the theory, a 

person’s performance with regard to a specific behavior is explained by one’s behavioral 

intention to perform the behavior. Consequently, behavioral intention is determined by a 

person’s attitude and the subjective norm regarding the behavior. Theory of reasoned action 

is a generic model. Fundamentally it does not determine the beliefs that are operative for a 

specific behavior. Scientists utilizing the theory must first determine the beliefs that are 

pertinent for subjects regarding the behavior under investigation (Davis F. D., 1989).  

Davis’s technology acceptance model is significantly less generic than Fishbein and Ajzen’s 

theory of reasoned action, it is a transformation of the theory of reasoned action explicitly 

created to comprehend user acceptance of technological innovations. The main objective of 

the technology acceptance model is to give a general explanation of the determinants of 

technology acceptance, but also enabling analysis of user behavior across a wide array of 

end-user computing technology, while concurrently being both parsimonious and 

theoretically justified (Fred D. Davis, 2000). Ultimately, one would like a model that is not 

only useful for predicting technology acceptance, but also for giving insight into the 

acceptance reasons, so that researchers and practitioners have the possibility to analyze why a 

specific system may be unacceptable, and to consequently pursue appropriate corrective or 

alternative steps. 

A key purpose of the technology acceptance model is to provide a basis for tracing the impact 

of external variables on internal beliefs, attitudes, and intentions. The technology acceptance 

model was established in an attempt to accomplish these intentions by determining a small 

number of constitutional variables suggested by prior research regarding the cognitive and 

affective determinants of technology acceptance, and utilizing theory of reasoned action as a 

substantiated scientific backdrop for modeling the theoretical relationships between the 

concerning variables. The technology acceptance model, which is shown in Figure 2, 

postulates that there are two primary factors affecting a person´s means of technology 

acceptance. These factors would be ´perceived ease-of-use´ and ´perceived usefulness´ 

(Davis F. D., 1989). A thorough understanding of what human factors strengthen or weaken 

individual beliefs about ease-of-use and usefulness of technological innovations not only has 

significance for theory development in the field, but also bears high practical value. With 

better knowledge of what factors lead users to perceive a system as useful or not useful, 
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managers can take actions to improve processes on these factors, and consequently prevent 

user rejection and ensure success (Oded Nov, 2008). 

 

Figure 2 – The original Technology Acceptance Model (Davis F. D., 1989), with additional marking of this studies’ focus of 

the technology acceptance model 

2.1.1. Attitude towards automation 

One´s attitude towards automation is seen as the dependent variable of this research. The 

attitude that one holds towards a technological innovation is seen as the greatest determinant 

of behavioral intention with regard to the system (Davis F. D., 1989). Moreover, in the case 

of this research it is chosen to be the dependent variable because it not only represents a lab 

technician’s attitude towards the implementation of automation technology, but also the 

commitment of lab technicians to process innovations that could possibly change the 

composition of their jobs. Consequently, changing job content can ultimately result in a 

change of required task capabilities and skills, which would mean that personnel will have to 

be trained accordingly or maybe even be reassigned to other proceedings because of 

capability or personal interest gaps. 

Since user beliefs and attitude are the predominant determinants of technology acceptance 

and moreover continuance intentions and behavior, it is important to underpin and strive to 

control the factors that could influence one’s opinion in the context of acceptance 

(Bhattacherjee, 2001). Failing to do so might undermine organizational intentions directed at 

exploiting the full potential of technological systems as a means of enhancing employee 

productivity, efficiency and effectiveness in the workplace (Premkumar, 2004). 

Focus of this study: 
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2.1.2. Perceived usefulness 

Perceived usefulness is characterized as the prospective user's subjective probability that 

using a specific application technique will increase his or her job performance within an 

organizational context. In terms of the current context, it is the lab technician’s conviction 

that incorporation of automation will be appropriate and useful.  

Davis et al. (1989) look upon ‘perceived usefulness’ and ‘perceived ease-of-use’ as distinct 

but related constructs. This is supported by empirical evidence resulting from factor analyses. 

Concurrently, empirical associations among constructs comparable to ‘perceived usefulness’ 

and ‘perceived ease-of-use’ have been contemplated in preceding research. As Figure 2 

suggests, ‘perceived usefulness’ can be affected by various external variables over and above 

‘perceived ease-of-use’. Davis et al. have illustrated this by exemplifying this effect for the 

case of two forecasting systems which are equal to operate in terms of ease-of-use, but one of 

them produces an objectively more accurate result, it will therefore likely be seen as the more 

useful system. Hence, their conclusion that objective design characteristics of a system can 

have a direct effect on the ‘perceived usefulness’ in addition to the indirect effects through 

‘perceived ease-of-use’ (Davis F. D., 1989). 

Venkatesh and Davis have discovered a research gap with regard to determinants of 

‘perceived usefulness’. They stated that there was significant research with regard to the 

determinants of ‘perceived ease-of-use’, as opposed to the lack of theoretical basis 

concerning the determinants of ‘perceived usefulness’, whereas ‘perceived usefulness’ is 

concluded to be the most considerable significant explainer of behavioral intention in the 

technology acceptance model (Davis D. F., 1989). Hence, it would bare powerful practical 

value to understand which determinants could significantly influence a lab technician’s 

perception of usefulness with regard to automation. Venkatesh and Davis have discovered 

that social influential processes, but even more so, cognitive instrumental processes fulfil a 

significant role in determining ‘perceived usefulness’ (Fred D. Davis, 2000). Within an 

organizational context, workers are often rewarded for good performance by raises, 

promotions, bonuses or other (monetary) rewards, but a system that scores high with regard 

to ‘perceived usefulness’ is one for which a user believes in the existence of a positive use-

performance relationship (Davis F. D., 1989). This leads to the belief that lab technicians who 
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perceive automated processes as useful will also be likely to show a positive attitude toward 

automation. The hypothesis is also graphically displayed in Figure 3. 

Hypothesis 1: Lab technicians who score high on ‘perceived usefulness (of automation)’ will 

also score high on ‘attitude towards automation’. 

2.1.3. Perceived ease-of-use 

One of the other primary factors in the technology acceptance model is ‘perceived ease-of-

use’. ‘Perceived ease-of-use’ refers to the degree to which the prospective user expects the 

target system to be free of effort and compatible with his or her knowledge and abilities. 

Within the context of this study it relates to a lab technician’s perception that the application 

of the automation system will be compatible with his or her capabilities as an educated lab 

technician. 

The model recognizes two elemental mechanisms that ultimately influence attitudes and 

behaviors through a person’s perception of the ease-of-use of the concerning technology, 

these mechanisms are self-efficacy and instrumentality. Self-efficacy is the belief that a 

person’s experiences in his or her own capabilities to prevail in specific situations or to 

accomplish in certain assignments, which in terms of the lab technicians is a result of their 

educational background. Beliefs of self-efficacy decide whether a person will be able to 

display coping behavior and how long effort will be supported when facing obstacles. 

Individuals who experience high levels of self-efficacy will apply sufficient effort that leads 

to successful results, whereas people with low levels of self-efficacy are expected to 

discontinue effort earlier and might therefore fail (Stajkovic, 1998). However, beliefs of 

instrumentality refer to the principles of serving a purpose in which one is useful. 

The more effortless a system is to work with, the greater should be the end-user’s impression 

of efficacy and personal control with regard to his or her capability to carry out the sequences 

of behavior and effort required to operate the system. Efficacy engages autonomously from 

instrumental incentives of behavior, and influences affect, effort persistence, and motivation 

through instinctive drives for competence and self-determination (Davis F. D., 1989). 

Efficacy is a primary factor theorized to underlay intrinsic motivation (Christopher O.Walker, 

2006). According to multiple researchers, it is the intrinsically motivating aspect of 

‘perceived ease-of-use’ that shapes a direct positive relationship with one’s attitude toward 
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using the system (John M. Carroll, 1988). This leads to the belief that lab technicians who 

score high on ‘perceived ease-of-use’ will also be likely to show a positive attitude towards 

automation, through a high score on this construct as well.  

Hypothesis 2: Lab technicians who score high on ‘perceived ease-of-use (of automation)’ will 

also score high on ‘attitude towards automation’. 

Moreover, higher levels of ‘perceived ease-of-use’ are also theorized to contribute to 

increased levels of usefulness. This effect is explained by the fact that saved effort due to 

improved levels of ease-of-use may be redeployed, permitting a lab technician to achieve 

more work for the same effort. Consequently, it is likely to believe that lab technicians who 

score high on ‘perceived ease-of-use’ will also score high on perceived usefulness. These 

hypotheses are also graphically displayed in Figure 3. 

Hypothesis 3: Lab technicians who score high on ‘perceived ease-of-use (of automation)’ will 

also score high on ‘perceived usefulness (of automation)’. 

2.2. Resistance to change 

Most modern industrial societies value the person who is willing and able to initiate and 

respond positively to change in their work environment, and yet, establishments that attempt 

to initiate such changes are often obstructed by individuals or groups within the organization 

who resist the changes. Often the reasons for the resistance are not far to seek: The benefits to 

the organization are often contradictory to the interests of the individuals being asked to make 

the change (Tichy N. M., 1982). As could well be the case for the context of this study, where 

the lab technicians will have to adapt to organizational changes that could possibly change 

their job content and consequently, the required skills and competencies. Acceptance of 

technological innovations often involves users’ resistance to the change (Venkatesh M. A., 

2000). Resistance to change has been studied, at both the individual and organizational level, 

in the information systems literature. However, these studies have mainly focused on users’ 

resistance within certain situations as opposed to the examination of resistance to change as a 

fundamental personality trait. Introduction of technological innovations often involves some 

form of change to users and issues such as uncertainty and change in job content have been 

shown to underpin resistance to adopting technological innovations (James J. Jianga, 2000). 
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Advances in psychology research led to the identification of the personality trait of resistance 

to change, which reflects individuals' disposition to resist changes (Oreg, 2003; 2006). This 

aspect is deemed as one of the human behavioral traits that are most critical in the context of 

successfully accepting and adopting technological innovations. Manzoni argued that 

successful implementation of information technology enabled change requires adequate 

management of the change process and of the various sources and types of resistance to 

change that typically accompanies the introduction of technological innovations (Manzoni, 

1997). Resistance to change associated with the introduction of a new system decreases the 

power shift that was intended to be achieved with the implementation of new technology 

(Markus, 1983). Furthermore, progress in social psychology research has shown that 

individuals’ resistance to change is more than just an overt behavior in distinct situations 

(Nov, 2008).  

In order to conclusively measure the trait of resistance to change Oreg described the 

development of a scale, called the Resistance to Change Scale, designed to tap an individual’s 

tendency to resist or avoid making changes, to devalue change generally, and to find change 

aversive across diverse contexts and types of change (Oreg, 2003). Historically, studies used 

assessment instruments that had been designed for other purposes and that are only indirectly 

related to an individual’s inclination to resist change. In contrast, Oreg’s research was 

designed to formulate a conception of a generalized disposition to resist change and to 

establish an instrument that would estimate this disposition directly.  

Oreg started by performing an exploratory study. The purpose of this study was to establish 

the existence of a disposition to resist change and to reveal its underlying structure. The 

analyses yielded an 18-item scale with four factors: 1. Routine seeking, 2. Emotional reaction 

to imposed change, 3. Short-term focus, and 4. Cognitive rigidity. These factors can be 

conceptualized as reflecting behavioral, affective, and cognitive aspects of resistance to 

change, respectively (Oreg, 2003). Oreg proceeded by performing another three studies to 

confirm the factor structure and to establish its convergent and discriminant validities. 

Consequently, Oreg performed another three studies to assess the resistance to change scale’s 

response to change in a variety of contexts. Namely, predicting voluntary change, predicting 

resistance to innovation and predicting reactions to imposed change. Each of these three 

distinct studies resulted in the resistance to change scale being an adequate predictor scale of 

people’s affective reactions to change. 
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Measured with the full resistance to change scale, the resistance to change trait has been 

shown to predict distinct change related behaviors above and beyond other related personality 

characteristics, such as tolerance for ambiguity or risk-aversion (Oreg S. , 2006), which 

resulted in applications to analyze people’s behavior in the context of change and innovation. 

2.2.1. Routine seeking 

The first subscale of resistance to change that was identified by Oreg is the behavioral 

dimension that consists of people’s inclination to adopt routines. This first factor contains 

five items that pertain to the incorporation of routines into one’s life. The factor includes 

items that both ascertain one’s preference for low levels of stimulation and novelty as well as 

the reluctance to give up old habits (Oreg, 2003). 

A number of studies established a distinction between adaptive individuals, who are best at 

performing within a well-defined and familiar framework. These attributes are often 

characterized by routinely aspects in a work environment, as it also applies to lab technicians, 

where their specialized manual work proceedings are heavily routine based. On the other end 

of the spectrum we will find innovators, who are better at finding novel solutions outside the 

given framework (Kirton, 1980). One study found that innovative individuals generally 

exhibit a greater need for novel stimuli (Goldsmith, 1984). Concluding from these findings, it 

is thus reasonable to expect that people who resist change would exhibit a lower need for 

novelty. In addition, because innovations usually involve novelty and an increase in 

stimulation, those who prefer lower levels of stimulation may resist the innovation and 

therefore not objectively embrace its perceived usefulness. 

Several organizational theorists have discussed reluctance to give up old habits as a typical 

trait of resistance to change (Tichy N. , 1983). Some researchers have explained this 

unwillingness by arguing that “familiarity breed’s comfort” (Harrison, 1970). When 

individuals experience new stimuli, familiar responses may be inconsistent with the situation, 

thus resulting in stress, which then becomes related with the new stimulus. 

High levels of the routine seeking subscale will be likely to negatively influence a lab 

technician’s attitude towards automation, because automation in this research’ context is 

referred to as a highly innovative process innovation. Drawing upon the discussed theoretical 
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framework with regard to the routine seeking subscale, the following hypothesis is formed 

(and graphically displayed in Figure 3). 

Hypothesis 4a: Lab technicians who score high on ‘routine seeking’ will score low on 

‘attitude towards automation’. 

Furthermore, following a preference for low levels of stimulation and novelty, combined with 

an individual’s reluctance to give up (old) habits it is likely that a lab technician’s resistance 

to change would lead them to perceive an innovation as less useful and not easy to use. 

Hypothesis 5a: Lab technicians who score high on ‘routine seeking’ will score low on 

‘perceived usefulness (of automation)’. 

Hypothesis 6a: Lab technicians who score high on ‘routine seeking’ will score low on 

‘perceived ease-of-use (of automation)’. 

2.2.2. Emotional reaction to imposed change 

The second subscale factor that Oreg identified measures the resistance to change trait that 

explains the degree to which a person will show emotional reactions to imposed changes. 

This factor incorporates items that focus on people’s (lack of) psychological resilience and 

their reluctance to lose control (Oreg, 2003). 

Multiple researchers have suggested that change is a stressor, and therefore resilience should 

predict an individual’s capability to cope with change (Lee, 1990). Wanberg and Banas 

concluded that resilient individuals were in fact more willing to participate in organizational 

change (Wanberg, 2000). Consequently, these higher values of psychological resilience 

resulted in improved coping with change (Judge, 1999). 

Several researchers have emphasized loss of control as one of the primary causes of 

resistance in general (Conner, 1992). Individuals may resist changes because they have the 

impression that control over their life situation is taken away from them with changes that are 

imposed on them rather than being self-initiated. The current study also focusses on imposed 

change that could cause a feeling of loss of control amongst the lab technicians, as the 

incorporation of automation is imposed on them, albeit a necessary change with regard to the 

projected growth of the company. Organizational studies that advocate employee 
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involvement and participation in organizational decision making as a means of overcoming 

resistance to change focus on this source of resistance (Sagie, 2000).  

Furthermore, people will also experience resistance through a distortion in cognition and 

decision making due to emotional factors. This effect is called an emotional bias (James B. 

Avey, 2008). The specificity is that the root source lies in one's desires or fears, which alters 

the attention of the person, more than in one's reasoning. Neuroscience experiments have 

shown how emotions and cognition interfere with each other in decision making processes, 

resulting often in a primacy of emotions over reasoning (MacMullen, 2012). Emotional bias, 

for example, helps to explain people’s tendency towards over-pessimism, even when 

evidence for a more rational conclusion is available. 

It can be expected that lack of psychological resilience, reluctance to lose control and 

emotional bias will negatively influence the lab technician´s attitude towards automation.  

Hypothesis 4b: Lab technicians who score high on ‘emotional reaction to imposed change’ 

will score low on ‘attitude towards automation’. 

Furthermore, as a result of the aspects of reluctance to lose control and an emotional bias, 

which are incorporated in one’s emotional reaction to imposed changes it is also likely that 

lab technicians who will score high on this subscale will perceive automation technology as 

less useful and easy to use. These hypotheses are also graphically displayed in Figure 3. 

Hypothesis 5b: Lab technicians who score high on ‘emotional reaction to imposed change’ 

will score low on ‘perceived usefulness (of automation)’. 

Hypothesis 6b: Lab technicians who score high on ‘emotional reaction to imposed change’ 

will score low on ‘perceived ease-of-use (of automation)’ 

2.2.3. Short-term focus 

Oreg’s third factor of the resistance to change subscale consists of items that reflect a short-

term focus when addressing change. The focus within this sub-construct is on the immediate 

inconvenience or detrimental effects of the concerning change. The items involve an 

irrational factor in that they all reflect resistance that emerges in spite of one’s awareness to 

the potential long-term benefits involved in the change. The composition of this factor finds 

its origin in people’s intolerance for the adjustment involved in change (Oreg, 2003). 
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A specific aspect of individuals’ psychological resilience is their capability to adjust to new 

situations. Some researchers have suggested that people resist change because it is often 

associated with more work in the short term (Kanter, 1985). This might well be the case for 

the lab technicians as well, because incorporation of automation will change their 

proceedings from manual dependent to machine centered. As a result, the acquaintance of the 

required skills and competencies will cause more work in the short term. New tasks, due to 

innovation, require learning and adjustment, and it may be that some individuals are more 

inclined and able to endure this adjustment phase. Others who might approve a particular 

change in principle may still resist it because of their reluctance to endure the required 

adjustment period. 

Moreover, another source of resistance to change that is linked with the consequences of 

short-term focus is the fear for a capabilities gap (Fuentes, 2003). As Kanter has argued, 

people often associate change with more (or new) work and these new tasks also often 

require learning and adjustment, it is therefore likely that people fear that a capabilities gap 

will arise. 

It is likely that high short-term focus will show a negative relationship with regard to lab 

technicians’ attitude towards automation, because the implementation of automation 

represents a long-term process innovation. These hypotheses are also graphically displayed in 

Figure 3. 

Hypothesis 4c: Lab technicians who score high on ‘short-term focus’ will show a negative 

‘attitude towards automation’. 

Following the characteristics of short-term focus and the concern of capability gaps, it is also 

likely that short-term focus will display a negative relationship with the objective 

perceptional aspects of automation among lab technicians.  

Hypothesis 5c: Lab technicians who score high on ‘short-term focus’ will score low on 

‘perceived usefulness (of automation)’. 

Hypothesis 6c: Lab technicians who score high on ‘short-term focus’ will score low on 

‘perceived ease-of-use (of automation)’. 
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2.2.4. Cognitive rigidity 

The fourth factor that Oreg identified reflects the cognitive dimension of resistance to 

change; furthermore it displays the rigidity that people experience with regard to the 

cognitive dimension. This factor contains items that address the ease and frequency with 

which individuals change their minds (Oreg, 2003). 

Researchers who have investigated the cognitive processes underlying people’s responses to 

organizational change have implied that the trait of dogmatism might predict an individual’s 

attitude to change (Fox, 1999). Dogmatic individuals are described by rigidity and closed-

mindedness, which might make them less inclined and able to accommodate to new 

situations. 

Furthermore, Oreg identified that generalized self-efficacy displayed a significant positive 

correlation with the cognitive rigidity facet. This may be interpreted by the fact that people 

who have greater confidence in their abilities, which would refer to high levels of generalized 

self-efficacy, are also more likely to rigidly hold on to their views (Oreg, 2003). In line with 

this proposition, it is likely that a lab technician who is educated and experienced with regard 

to the application of manually executed lab proceedings that he or she will rigidly hold on to 

these skills and competencies. Cognitive rigidity has also showed a significant relationship 

with the locus of control scale. Where the locus of control scale reflects the sense of personal 

control over their own live that a person experiences. This relationship was also in the 

direction that individuals with an internal locus of control exhibit increased cognitive rigidity 

(Oreg S. , 2006). 

Following the characteristics of the cognitive rigidity subscale, which was disaggregated into 

the principles of dogmatism, self-efficacy and locus of control, it is likely that cognitive 

rigidity will display a negative relationship with lab technicians’ perception of the usefulness 

and ease-of-use of automation. This is substantiated by the thought that all these principles 

refer to the fact that cognitive rigidity results in less inclination to accommodate to new 

situations. Consequently, the same thought corroborates the hypothesis that cognitive rigidity 

will also link negatively with lab technicians’ attitude towards automation, in the context of 

(process) innovation. These hypotheses are also graphically displayed in Figure 3. 
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Hypothesis 4d: Lab technicians who score high on ‘cognitive rigidity’ will score low on 

‘attitude towards automation’. 

Hypothesis 5d: Lab technicians who score high on ‘cognitive rigidity’ will score low on 

‘perceived usefulness (of automation)’. 

Hypothesis 6d: Lab technicians who score high on ‘cognitive rigidity’ will score low on 

‘perceived ease-of-use (of automation)’. 

2.3. Conceptual model 

As a result of the theoretical framework with regard to the constructs surrounding the 

research’s focal point, it is possible to establish a conceptual model. The conceptual model 

represents a schematic portrayal of the theoretical relationships among the researched 

constructs. 

The conceptual model, as depicted in Figure 3, graphically shows the hypothesized 

relationships among constructs with arrow headed lines. Furthermore, each line (e.g. 

relationship) is provided with a textual denotation of the concerning hypotheses.  

 

Figure 3 – Conceptual model of the research’s theoretical framework 
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3. Research methodology  

A survey is established in order to test the hypotheses resulting from the theoretical 

framework. Furthermore, the survey will also provide clarity with regard to the question, to 

which extent the constructs influence one another. The quantitative experiment will be 

performed by means of a survey in order to establish generalizable implications with regard 

to the relationships in the conceptual model (Figure 3). 

The following paragraphs will elaborate on the methodological principles of the execution of 

the survey experiment. Also, an explanation and justification of the survey items will be 

presented and the pre-test will be described. 

3.1. Sampling design 

The survey is held among a group of respondents that represent the focal point of the study. 

In this research’s context the focal point is characterized by lab technicians engaged in 

quality control proceedings. Therefore all lab technicians of the Quality Control Operations 

department are included as respondents within the survey. 

3.2. Measurement 

Field data is accumulated by means of a survey in order to test the hypotheses with regard to 

the lab technicians’ beliefs. The survey design will hold academically validated survey items 

per construct, which are based on previously executed research surveys. Each survey item 

will measure a person’s beliefs with regard to the concerning underlying construct. This 

paragraph will elaborate on the survey’s design characteristics and the actual substantive 

survey items. 

As can be seen in the conceptual model (Figure 3), in the theoretical framework chapter, 

there are four main constructs in the research model. These are ‘attitude towards automation’, 

‘perceived ease-of-use’, ‘perceived usefulness’, and ‘resistance to change’. Furthermore, the 

‘resistance to change’ construct is subdivided into four sub-constructs, namely ‘routine 

seeking’, ‘emotional reaction to imposed change’, ‘short-term focus’ and ‘cognitive rigidity’ 

(Oreg, 2003). This results in a total of seven distinct constructs that will be measured through 

the survey. Furthermore, prior to answering the survey questions, the respondent will be 

introduced to the survey with an introductory paragraph explaining the research’s context. 
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3.2.1. Technology acceptance measures 

The first construct, which also represents the dependent variable, in the conceptual model is 

‘attitude towards automation’. The attitude that one holds towards a technological innovation 

is seen as the greatest determinant of behavioral intention with regard to the system (Davis F. 

D., 1989). It not only represents one’s attitude towards the implementation of automation 

technology, but also the commitment of workers to process innovations that could possibly 

change the composition of their jobs. Within the current study the attitude scale is targeted at 

measuring one’s beliefs about technological process innovations with regard to encompassing 

automation in quality control operations. This construct is measured through three validated 

survey items, for example: “Executing quality control operations with the help of automated 

systems, to execute tasks that are currently executed manually, is a good idea”. The 

Cronbach’s alpha of this scale is estimated at 0.94, which indicates trustworthy levels of 

internal consistency (Park S. Y., 2009). The characteristics of this scale are summarized in 

Table 1 and the complete list of survey items is found in Appendix 1. 

The second main construct in the conceptual research model is ‘perceived usefulness’. This 

construct is characterized as the prospective user's subjective probability that using a specific 

application technique will increase his or her job performance within an organizational 

context (Davis D. F., 1989). This construct is measured by six survey items established by 

Davis. In the case of this study the items are targeted at determining one’s beliefs about the 

usefulness of automation in quality control operations. This is enabled by asking the 

respondent to indicate to which extent he or she agrees or disagrees (on a seven point Likert 

scale) with a statement regarding the usefulness of this particular innovation. An example of 

these items is: “Using automated systems, to execute tasks that are currently executed 

manually, would make it easier to do my job”. Davis has estimated the Cronbach’s alpha 

value at 0.98, which indicates trustworthy levels of internal consistency. The characteristics 

of this scale are summarized in Table 1 and the complete list of survey items is found in 

Appendix 1. 

The third construct in the conceptual research model is ‘perceived ease-of-use’, which refers 

to the degree to which the prospective user expects the target system to be free of effort and 

compatible with his or her knowledge and abilities (Davis F. D., 1989). This construct is 

measured through three survey items, where the respondent is once more asked to indicate his 
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or her degree of agreement on a seven point Likert scale. An example of these items is: “I 

expect automated systems, to execute tasks that are currently executed manually, to be easy 

to use”. The Cronbach’s alpha of this scale is estimated at 0.93, which indicates trustworthy 

levels of internal consistency (Park S. Y., 2009). The original survey items used by Park are 

slightly modified in order to fit the research’s context of the pre-adoption situation in which 

the lab technicians find themselves in. The characteristics of this scale are summarized in 

Table 1 and the complete list of survey items is found in Appendix 1. 

3.2.2. Resistance to change measures 

Each sub-construct of ‘resistance to change’ has its own validated scale of survey items to 

measure one’s resistance to change with regard to the concerning sub-aspect. In case of the 

routine seeking aspect, the respondent will be asked to indicate to which extent he or she 

agrees or disagrees (on a six point Likert scale) to the given statement. The five items 

belonging to the routine seeking aspect will pertain to the incorporation of routines into one’s 

life, for example: “I generally consider changes to be a negative thing”. The Cronbach’s 

alpha value is estimated at 0.89 by Oreg, which indicates trustworthy levels of internal 

consistency. The second sub-construct of resistance to change measures the resistance to 

change trait that explains the degree to which a person will show emotional reactions to 

imposed changes. This construct is measured through four survey items, for example: “When 

I am informed of a change of plans, I tense up a bit”. The Cronbach’s alpha value for this 

sub-construct is estimated at 0.86 by Oreg, which also indicates trustworthy levels of internal 

consistency. The third sub-construct of resistance to change is represented by four items that 

reflect a short-term focus when addressing change, for example: “Changing plans seems like 

a real hassle to me”. The Cronbach’s alpha value for this sub-construct is estimated at 0.71 

by Oreg, which is regarded as satisfactory with regard to internal consistency (Bland, 1997). 

The fourth sub-construct measures the rigidity that people experience with regard to the 

cognitive dimension of resistance to change through three survey items, for example: “I don’t 

change my mind easily”. The Cronbach’s alpha value for this sub-construct is estimated at 

0.68 by Oreg, which is considered to be marginally acceptable (Oreg, 2003). The 

characteristics of these scales are summarized in Table 1 and the complete list of survey 

items is found in Appendix 1. 
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3.2.3. Control variables 

The survey also holds a few variables in order to control the analysis for certain generic 

characteristics. The respondent will be asked to indicate his or her gender in order to analyze 

a potential difference in beliefs, with regard to the concerning topic, between the male and 

female gender. Furthermore, due to the technological innovative context of this research’s 

focal point, it might be interesting to analyze the difference in beliefs with regard to different 

age categories. The respondent will also be asked to indicate, through timespan categories, 

how long he or she has worked for MSD Animal Health, in order to determine whether or not 

this could be of significant influence. At last, the respondent will be asked to indicate his or 

her highest form of education. 

3.2.4. Table of measurements 

The construct measures described above are summarized in Table 1. An elaborated version of 

Table 1, containing all survey items, is exhibited in Appendix 1. 

Table 1 – Survey design characteristics by construct 

 

Construct 

Amount of  

survey 

items 

Reference 
Cronbach’s alpha 

(α) 
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Routine seeking 5 (Oreg, 2003) 0.89 

Emotional reaction  4 (Oreg, 2003) 0.86 

Short-term focus 4 (Oreg, 2003) 0.71 

Cognitive rigidity 3 (Oreg, 2003) 0.68 

T
ec
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ep
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n
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Perceived usefulness 6 (Davis D. F., 1989) 0.98 

Perceived ease-of use 3 (Park, 2009) 0.93 

Attitude towards 

automation 
3 (Park, 2009) 0.94 
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3.3. Pre-test 

A pre-test is executed in order to test whether all instructions of the survey are clear to the 

respondents. Furthermore, the pre-test also enables the respondent to provide suggestions and 

feedback with regard to the survey items. This paragraph will elaborate on the respondents 

that were selected to proceed in the pre-test, the results of the generated data and ultimately, 

their written feedback. 

3.3.1. Pre-test respondents 

In order to minimize the loss of respondents for the actual final version of the survey, it is 

chosen to utilize the expertise of the operational coaches. The operational coaches are the 

team leaders of the lab technicians. They therefore are the ones who can relate best on a 

professional level to the lab technicians, which consequently makes them the most suitable 

respondents for the pre-test without losing actual respondents. Furthermore, the operational 

coaches know and comprehend all work proceedings concerning the lab technicians’ 

activities, which enable them to relate to their beliefs regarding possible technological or 

process innovations. A total of eight respondents were used in the pre-test, of which four 

males and four females. Respondent’s ages range from the classification of ’26-35’ until ‘46-

55’. Also the control variable referring to the amount of years working for the company also 

varies from ‘0-5 years’ until ’20 + years’. In short, the pre-test respondents group holds a 

fairly balanced distribution of descriptive characteristics. 

3.3.2. Pre-test data analysis 

An analysis of the pre-test results is executed in order to pre-validate the cohesion of the 

constructs’ survey item subsets within the current context. A calculation of inter-correlations 

and correlations among constructs will give insight into possible points of improvement, even 

though the amount of data is limited to only eight (pre-test) respondents. 

Inter-correlation 

By examining inter-correlation values it is possible to identify potential inconsistencies in 

survey items that should capture user data of beliefs with regard to the same construct. As 

noted before, the pre-test is based on survey data of eight respondents, which will likely 

result in insignificant statistical results. Nevertheless, these results could offer important 
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implications in finalizing the survey for the target sample (being the lab technicians). The 

statistical results are displayed in the shape of tables within Appendix 2. 

Technology acceptance constructs 

The dependent variable ‘attitude towards automation’ is measured through three survey items 

(values are shown in Table 4). Within this construct it stands out that item one and two show 

a 1.00 correlation among each other. This means that these items would actually fully 

measure the same thing, which could be explained by a high degree of indistinctness among 

the items within the current context. The ‘perceived usefulness’ construct is measured 

through six survey items (values are shown in Table 13). It stands out that item two, three and 

four have yielded very high (> 0.9) and significant values of inter-correlation. The other items 

show the usual insignificant mid-range (0.2 until 0.8) correlation values, which are judged as 

satisfying in this stage of the analysis. The ‘perceived ease-of-use’ construct is measured 

through three survey items (values are shown in Table 14). Once more the results showed 

insignificant mid-range correlation values, which is sufficient in this stage.  

Resistance to change constructs 

The ‘routine seeking’ construct is measured through five survey items. After statistical 

analysis it can be concluded that inter-correlation values highly differ, based on eight 

respondents. There are even a few significant correlations among item one and four, and item 

two and five (values are shown in Table 15). Furthermore it stands out that item four shows 

low correlation levels with the other items (except for item one), but it seems likely that this 

is due to the fact that this construct has the lowest average score of the five. The ‘emotional 

reaction to imposed change’ construct is measured through four survey items (values are 

shown in Table 16). Of these four items item one, two and three show highly correlating and 

significant values of inter-correlation. Item four shows lower and insignificant values, but this 

is plausibly explained by the heterogeneity in the data, whereas the other items are answered 

with much more homogeneous answers. The ‘short-term focus’ construct is also measured 

through four survey items (values are shown in Table 17). There were no results of 

significant inter-correlations, moreover the items did not correlate highly (< 0.4), but all 

correlations are positive, so no further action is required. The ‘cognitive rigidity’ construct is 

measured through three survey items (values are shown in Table 18). These items also did not 

correlate significantly, but this was also not expected with data of only eight respondents. 
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Nevertheless, all inter-correlation values are positive and sufficient (ranging from 0.3 until 

0.6). 

Correlation 

Examining correlations will give insight into whether or not the pre-test results fit the 

hypothesized theoretical framework. Ultimately, these analytical findings can be used as 

potential points of improvement before finalizing the survey. As described in the theoretical 

framework, it is hypothesized that all sub-constructs of ‘resistance to change’ will negatively 

correlate with the technology acceptance constructs (as graphically displayed in Figure 3). 

After a bivariate correlation analysis among the different constructs it seems that the majority 

of the hypotheses are supported within this analysis, albeit with mostly insignificant 

correlation values due to the fairly small sample size (n = 8). All correlation values can be 

found in Table 2, where the hypothesized relationships are indicated with values in bold font 

and the non-hypothesized in italic font. 

Technology acceptance constructs 

Among the technology acceptance constructs it was hypothesized that they would positively 

correlate with each other, in other words high perceived usefulness and/or ease-of-use of 

automation would enhance one’s attitude towards automation. These hypotheses are also 

supported within the pre-test analysis. The positively hypothesized relationship between 

perceived usefulness and ease-of-use, which is explained by the saved effort due to improved 

levels of ease-of-use, is even found to be significantly positive within the pre-test analysis. 

Resistance to change constructs 

The ‘routine seeking’ construct produces negative correlation values when its effect with 

regard to ‘perceived usefulness’ and ‘attitude towards automation’ is analysed, but it 

correlates positive with ‘perceived ease-of-use’. Moreover, the ‘emotional reaction to 

imposed change’ construct unexpectedly correlates positively with all three of the technology 

acceptance constructs. This effect could be explained by a higher standard deviation among 

the average score of this construct as opposed to the other ‘resistance to change’ sub-

constructs. It is likely that this effect is heavily influenced by the small sample size. Both the 

‘short-term focus’ and ‘cognitive rigidity’ constructs have produced negative correlation 
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values with regard to all three of the technology acceptance constructs, as was expected and 

hypothesized. 

Table 2 – Bivariate correlation values based on pre-test data analysis (n=8) 
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Routine seeking 1 .546 (.161) .232 (.580) -.425 (.294) -.620 (.882) .279 (.504) -.037 (.930) 

Emotional 

reaction 
- 1 .175 (.679) -.148 (.726) .652 (.080) .447 (.266) .493 (.214) 

Short-term focus - - 1 .632 (.092) -.107 (.802) -.024 (.956) -.310 (.455) 

Cognitive 

rigidity 
- - - 1 -.160 (.705) -.434 (.282) -.122 (773) 

Perceived 

usefulness 
- - - - 1 .773* (.024) .419 (.302) 

Perceived ease-

of-use 
- - - - - 1 .631 (.093) 

Attitude towards 

automation 
- - - - - - 1 

*. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). 

3.3.3. Feedback 

The pre-test respondents were enabled to provide their opinion, in the form of suggestions 

and feedback, with regard to each sub-section of the survey. The actual feedback can be 

found in appendix 3.  

The survey starts with the introductory paragraph, as shown in Appendix 4. Based on the 

written feedback by the pre-test respondents, the introductory paragraph is judged as 

adequate and clear with regard to the purpose of the survey. 

Resistance to change constructs 

The next sub-section of the survey is filled with sixteen survey items focusing on the four 

sub-constructs of ‘resistance to change’. As a matter of survey item substance there were no 
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significant remarks. Nevertheless, multiple respondents have indicated that they could 

recognize a pattern with regard to the sub-constructs, but also with the two reverse coded 

items. These items were easily spotted as inverted versions of previous items. These 

comments have lead the decision to shuffle all (sixteen) resistance to change items in a fixed 

random order, so that there will be no recognizable pattern among the sequence of the items. 

Technology acceptance constructs 

The next sub-section of the survey focusses on the survey items representing ‘perceived 

usefulness’ (six survey items), ‘perceived ease-of-use’ (three survey items) and ‘attitude 

towards automation’ (three survey items). Multiple respondents have indicated that the 

second, third and fourth survey items with regard to ‘perceived usefulness’ showed 

indistinctiveness through similarity in the concerning context. This fits the pre-test data 

analysis results presented in Paragraph 3.3.2. This ambiguity is solved by complementing the 

survey items with textual modifications in order to enhance distinctiveness in each item. The 

result of these modifications can be seen in Appendix 4, where the modified survey is shown. 

With regard to the survey items belonging to ‘perceived ease-of-use’ there were no remarks. 

Concerning the items representing the dependent variable ‘attitude towards automation’, 

there were multiple remarks regarding similarity in item one and two. As a matter a fact these 

items differ in only one word, namely, item one asks the respondent whether the respondent 

thinks it’s “a good idea” and item two asks the respondents whether the respondent thinks it’s 

“a wise idea”. Despite the fact that these terms represent two different meanings, they can be 

seen as overlapping. Ultimately, “a wise idea” refers more to the objective businesslike 

aspect of the focal point, whereas “a good idea” can be seen as the subjective personal aspect. 

These items are also complemented with textual modifications in order to enhance 

distinctiveness. The resulting final survey can be found in Appendix 4.  
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4. Analysis and results 

The following chapter will elaborate on the statistical analysis of the gathered data. 

Moreover, the analysis will present resolution with regard to whether or not the theory-driven 

hypotheses are supported. The chapter will contain a reliability analysis that is directed at 

addressing the internal consistency of the survey items. Consequently there will be an 

overview of the descriptive statistics, a correlation analysis, a factor analysis and at last a 

regression analysis in order to provide clarity with regard to the hypotheses. 

4.1. Respondent characteristics 

As described within the methodology chapter, the studies focal point are the lab technicians, 

therefore all ninety-five lab technicians of the Quality Control Operations department are 

included as respondents within the survey. After completion of the data gathering period a 

total of sixty-two respondents have participated in the survey. Based on the four control 

variables that were included in the survey it is possible to give a brief summary of the 

sample’s respondent characteristics.  

 

Figure 4 – Respondent gender division 

As graphically displayed through a pie-chart in Figure 4, the division of gender types among 

the respondents is fairly even distributed.  The female gender makes up for 57% (n = 33) and 

the male gender for 47% (n = 29). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5 – Respondent age division 
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As graphically displayed through a bar-chart in Figure 5, the division of age class among the 

respondents follows a normal division. The youngest group of ‘18 – 25’ is represented by 

thirteen respondents. The biggest group is ‘26 – 35’ years old (n = 23). The rest of the 

respondents are divided among the ‘36 – 45’ class (n = 16), ’46 – 55’ class (n = 8), ’56 – 65’ 

class (n = 1) and ’66 or older’ class (n = 1). 

 

Figure 6 – Respondent years of service at MSD Animal Health division 

As graphically displayed in Figure 6, the biggest group of respondents is fairly new to MSD 

Animal Health, since the ‘0 – 5’ class is the most represented group (n = 28). The second 

biggest group is next in line with ‘5 – 10’ years of service (n = 12). Furthermore, the rest of 

the respondent are divided over the ’10 – 15’ class (n = 6), ’15 – 20’ class (n = 11) and ’20 or 

longer’ (n = 5). 

 

Figure 7 – Respondent educational level division 

Figure 7 displays a graphical representation of the respondent’s educational level. As 

expected the ‘high school’ group is not represented (n = 0). Also expected was the fact that 

the ‘MBO’ group would be the biggest (n = 44). The ‘HBO’ group is the second biggest (n = 

13) and the third biggest group is ‘University master’ (n = 4). The ‘PhD’ group is also 

represented, albeit by only one respondent. 
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4.2. Reliability analysis 

The reliability analysis gives insight into the internal consistency of the survey items 

belonging to each construct. The internal consistency of the variables is indicated by the 

Cronbach’s Alpha coefficient. The coefficient’s value provides insight in the supposed 

relation between the survey items belonging to a construct. The general rule of thumb with 

regard to a sufficient value of internal consistency is a Cronbach’s Alpha score above .7. 

Table 3 – Reliability analysis regarding each measured construct 

 

Construct Cronbach’s alpha (α) 
Theoretical 

Cronbach’s alpha (α) 

N of 

items 

R
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n
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 t
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 c
h

a
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g
e
 Routine seeking .724 .890 5 

Emotional reaction .770 .860 4 

Short-term focus .706 .710 4 

Cognitive rigidity .709 .680 3 

T
ec

h
n

o
lo

g
y

 

a
cc

ep
ta

n
ce

 Perceived usefulness .890 .980 6 

Perceived ease-of-use .884 .930 3 

Attitude towards automation .893 .940 3 

 

The reliability of the ‘routine seeking’ construct is scored with a Cronbach’s alpha value of α 

= .724. This indicates that the items are related and that the internal consistency can be 

judged as sufficient (Cortina, 1993). The same applies for the ‘emotional reaction to imposed 

change’ construct, based on the data of its four survey items it scored a Cronbach’s alpha 

value of α = .770. The ‘short-term focus’ construct scored a Cronbach’s alpha value of α = 

.706, which is very similar to Oreg’s original study where this construct scored a Cronbach’s 

alpha value of α = .71 (Oreg, 2003). Furthermore, the ‘cognitive rigidity’ construct produced 

a similar sufficient Cronbach’s alpha value of .709. Consequently, it can be concluded that 

each ‘resistance to change’ based construct has surpassed the general rule of thumb of 

sufficient internal consistency.  

The technology acceptance model based constructs have all yielded favorable Cronbach’s 

alpha values. The ‘perceived usefulness’ construct has scored a Cronbach’s alpha value of α 
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= .890, indicating satisfactory internal consistency among the survey items. The ‘perceived 

ease-of-use’ construct lays within a same region of satisfactory reliability with a score of α = 

.884 and at last, the dependent variable, ‘attitude towards automation’ has yielded a positive 

Cronbach’s alpha value of α = .893. These values of internal consistency are also in line with 

referenced literature. 

4.3. Descriptive statistics 

The descriptive statistics present a summary of the dataset’s characteristics. This paragraph 

will elaborate on the statistical characteristics of each construct that was measured through 

the survey. The summarized data characteristics of sixty-two respondents can be viewed upon 

in Table 4. Furthermore, the mean scores of each survey item can be found in Appendix 5. 

Table 4 – Descriptive statistics regarding each measured construct 

 

Construct Scale Mean Median Mode 
Std. 

Dev. 
Variance Min Max N 

R
es

is
ta

n
ce

 t
o

 c
h

a
n

g
e
 Routine seeking 6 2.27 2.20 2.25 0.68 0.46 1.00 4.00 62 

Emotional reaction  6 2.43 2.25 2.00 0.82 0.67 1.00 5.25 62 

Short-term focus 6 2.41 2.25 2.25 0.73 0.54 1.00 4.50 62 

Cognitive rigidity 6 2.99 3.00 3.67 0.75 0.57 1.33 4.33 62 

T
ec
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Perceived usefulness 7 5.27 5.33 6.00 0.99 0.97 3.00 7.00 62 

Perceived ease-of-use 7 5.15 5.33 5.67 1.24 1.53 2.00 7.00 62 

Attitude towards 

automation 
7 5.56 6.00 6.00 1.17 1.37 2.67 7.00 62 

 

From the descriptive statistics it can be concluded that the summarized scores of the 

‘resistance to change’ constructs are very comparable. The mean values of the four 

‘resistance to change’ constructs range from 2.27 until 2.99. This means that the average 

scores represent an averaged opinion in between “disagree” and “slightly disagree” on survey 

items measuring a person’s resistance to change. This indicates that the lab technicians’ 

resistance to change is relatively low on an average basis. Furthermore, minimum and 

maximum averaged scores range from 1 until 5.25 on a six point Likert scale. 
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The ‘technology acceptance’ constructs, including the dependent variable ‘attitude towards 

automation’, are measured upon a seven point Likert scale. Similar to the ‘resistance to 

change’ constructs, the three ‘technology acceptance’ constructs’ mean values are also very 

comparable with a range of 5.15 until 5.56. This means that the average scores represent an 

averaged opinion in between “slightly agree” and “agree” on survey items measuring the lab 

technician’s technology acceptance levels with regard to automation. This signals that the lab 

technicians are very accepting of incorporation of automation techniques into their work. 

4.4. Correlations 

The correlation coefficient points out if there is some type of correlation and dependency 

between constructs and among survey items belonging to a specific construct. It determines 

whether there is a linear relation between two or more variables. The correlation values can 

vary from -1 to 1, indicating either a positive relation or a negative relation. Naturally, the 

greater the value of the correlation coefficient, the stronger the correlational relation between 

the concerning constructs or items. Additionally, the table shows whether these correlations 

are significant at the level of .05 and .01. All correlation values can be found in Table 5, 

where the hypothesized relationships are indicated with values in bold font and the non-

hypothesized in italic font. 

Table 5 – Bivariate correlation values (n = 62) 
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Routine seeking 1 
.494** 

(.000) 

.636** 

(.000) 

.396** 

(.001) 
-.508**  

(.000) 

-.411**  

(.000) 

-.418** 

(.001) 

Emotional 

reaction 
- 1 

.772** 

(.000) 

-.005   

(.968) 
.050      

(.700) 

-.186      

(.147) 

.015      

(.906) 

Short-term focus - - 1 
.111     

(.392) 
-.174     

(.176) 

-.299*   

(.018) 

-.183    

(.155) 

Cognitive 

rigidity 
- - - 1 

-.598** 

(.000) 

-.409** 

(.001) 

-.420** 

(001) 

Perceived 

usefulness 
- - - - 1 

.567** 

(.000) 

.585**  

(.000) 

Perceived ease-

of-use 
- - - - - 1 

.845**  

(.000) 

Attitude towards 

automation 
- - - - - - 1 

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 

*. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). 
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From Table 5 it can be deduced that the ‘routine seeking’ construct has significant linear 

relationships with all the other constructs. It concerns a positive relationship with the other 

‘resistance to change’ constructs. Furthermore, the hypothesized relationships with the 

‘technology acceptance’ constructs are as expected negative. On the contrary, the ‘emotional 

reaction to imposed change’ construct only has a significant linear relation with the ‘routine 

seeking’ and ‘short-term focus’ constructs. Furthermore and albeit insignificant, the 

relationships with the ‘technology acceptance’ constructs were hypothesized to be negative. 

Oddly this is not the case for the relation with ‘perceived usefulness’ and ‘attitude towards 

automation’, where the relation is positive of direction. The ‘short-term focus’ construct 

expectedly shows a significant negative relation with ‘perceived ease-of-use’. Nevertheless, 

its relationships with ‘perceived usefulness’ and ‘attitude towards automation’ are 

insignificant. The ‘cognitive rigidity’ construct has significant negative relationships with all 

three of the ‘technology acceptance’ constructs, as it was hypothesized within the theoretical 

framework. 

With regard to ‘technology acceptance’ constructs, it was also hypothesized that they would 

have positive relationships among each other. The bivariate correlation values confirm these 

theoretical expectations with significantly positive linear relationships among ‘perceived 

usefulness’, ‘perceived ease-of-use’ and ‘attitude towards automation’. 

Furthermore, inter-correlational values of survey items belonging to the same construct have 

also yielded favorable coefficients in terms of direction. Other than several insignificant 

correlation coefficients, nothing apprehensive was found. 

4.5. Factor analysis 

A factor analysis is performed as a means of a confirmatory statistical analysis. The factor 

analysis is normally applied to describe variability among correlated variables in terms of a 

potentially lower number of unobserved variables called factors. In terms of the concerning 

survey items belonging to the constructs used within this study, these have all been subjected 

to factor analyses by their inventors in order to be classified as validated questionnaires. 

Nevertheless, it is still of interest to analyze whether the same factor division applies in the 

current context. 
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4.5.1. Resistance to change factor analysis 

Originally Oreg has developed an individual differences measure to measure an individual’s 

dispositional inclination to resist changes (Oreg, 2003). As described within the theoretical 

framework, he executed multiple analyses to come to a validated questionnaire that would 

measure resistance to change through four factors (routine seeking, emotional reaction to 

imposed change, short-term focus and cognitive rigidity). 

According to the scree plot (Figure 10 in Appendix 6) of the factor analysis, a total of four 

factors is the right amount of latent constructs among the ‘resistance to change’ survey items. 

Subsequently a principal component analysis is used in order to review how the survey items 

would be divided, based on the respondents data, among the four factors. In order to enhance 

the interpretation in terms of simplicity, it is chosen to apply the Varimax rotation method 

(Kaiser, 1958). Table 6 displays the rotated component matrix in which each survey item is 

provided with factor loadings. The highest factor loading is displayed in bold font. 

Table 6 – Rotated component matrix of the resistance to change factor analysis 

Survey item Factor 1 Factor 2 Factor 3 Factor 4 

Item 1 – Routine seeking ,194 ,277 ,682 ,083 

Item 2 – Routine seeking ,676 -,233 ,165 ,400 

Item 3 – Routine seeking ,058 ,068 ,235 ,871 

Item 4 – Routine seeking ,642 ,040 ,232 ,165 

Item 5 – Routine seeking ,430 ,254 ,015 ,651 

Item 1 – Emotional reaction ,676 ,547 ,033 ,139 

Item 2 – Emotional reaction ,752 ,358 ,048 -,154 

Item 3 – Emotional reaction ,769 ,099 -,095 ,155 

Item 4 – Emotional reaction ,083 ,860 ,047 ,101 

Item 1 – Short-term focus ,634 ,322 ,121 ,219 

Item 2 – Short-term focus ,320 ,763 ,007 ,045 

Item 3 – Short-term focus ,365 ,049 ,382 ,522 

Item 4 – Short-term focus ,568 ,500 -,005 ,249 

Item 1 – Cognitive rigidity -,004 ,005 ,848 ,106 

Item 2 – Cognitive rigidity -,048 ,006 ,725 ,174 

Item 3 – Cognitive rigidity ,182 -,435 ,651 ,033 

 

From the rotated component matrix it can deduced that a fair share of the survey items are 

dispersed over different factors than they were originally intended to belong to. Nevertheless 

this cannot be said for the three ‘cognitive rigidity’ survey items, which all load highest on 
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the same factor, indicating that they correlate highest with each other. The four ‘emotional 

reaction to imposed change’ survey items are also less dispersed. The first three items all load 

highest on the same factor, factor 1. Only the fourth item loads higher on a different factor, 

the second factor. 

The five ‘routine seeking’ survey items are divided over three factors. This effect is explained 

by the fact that some of the survey items show higher correlations with one of the survey 

items belonging to one of the other ‘resistance to change’ constructs. After all, all the above 

mentioned survey items measure features of resistance to change. The ‘short-term focus’ 

survey items are also dispersed over three factors according to their loadings. 

Interestingly the factor analysis does not yield the same division as Oreg’s initial research in 

which he developed the scale. The dispersed effect could be caused by the specificity of the 

sample design, or as a result, by the relatively low amount of respondents (n = 62). 

Nevertheless, Oreg’s ‘resistance to change’ scale has been applied and validated various 

times. Furthermore, each of the ‘resistance to change’ constructs (‘routine seeking’ α = .724, 

‘emotional reaction to imposed change’ α = .770, ‘short-term focus’ α = .706 and ‘cognitive 

rigidity’ α = .709) have scored satisfying Cronbach’s alpha values, indicating favorable 

internal validity. Moreover, the principal component analysis’s factor division does not bring 

forth clearer latent constructs in terms of underlying subjects. As a result, the original scale 

division will be used for the regression analysis. 

4.5.2. Technology acceptance factor analysis 

Davis et al. proposed the technology acceptance model to address why users accept or reject 

information technology. The technology acceptance model postulates that there are two 

primary factors, ´perceived ease-of-use´ and ´perceived usefulness´, that affect a person´s 

means of technology acceptance. Consequently, it is the attitude that one holds towards a 

technological innovation that is seen as the greatest determinant of behavioral intention with 

regard to the system (Davis F. D., 1989). These constructs are provided with validated 

questionnaires that are frequently tailored to specific subjects to measure technology 

acceptance in a wide variety of purposes. 

The scree plot (Figure 11 in Appendix 6) of the factor analysis indicates, according to the 

elbow rule, that a total of three factors are suitable for the ‘technology acceptance’ related 
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survey items. The factor loadings are yielded through a principal component analysis, where 

the Varimax rotation method is utilized to simplify interpretation. Table 7 displays the rotated 

component matrix in which each survey item is provided with factor loadings. The highest 

factor loading is displayed in bold font. 

Table 7 – Rotated component matrix of the technology acceptance factor analysis 

Survey item Factor 1 Factor 2 Factor 3 

Item 1 – Perceived usefulness ,751 ,160 ,437 

Item 2 – Perceived usefulness ,707 ,110 ,388 

Item 3 – Perceived usefulness ,331 ,107 ,764 

Item 4 – Perceived usefulness ,325 ,173 ,803 

Item 5 – Perceived usefulness ,458 ,397 ,602 

Item 6 – Perceived usefulness ,725 ,278 ,233 

Item 1 – Perceived ease-of-use ,209 ,767 ,392 

Item 2 – Perceived ease-of-use ,245 ,902 ,049 

Item 3 – Perceived ease-of-use ,255 ,911 ,129 

Item 1 – Attitude towards automation ,863 ,236 ,171 

Item 2 – Attitude towards automation ,712 ,274 ,363 

Item 3 – Attitude towards automation ,780 ,370 ,302 

 

The survey items belonging to ‘perceived ease-of-use’ are all assigned to the same factor, 

each of the items loads highest on factor 2, confirming its latent construct. The same holds for 

‘attitude towards automation’, where the three survey items load highest on factor 1. Yet, 

once more it can also be deduced that a few survey items correlate higher with other survey 

items than they were originally intended to. This is the case for the ‘perceived usefulness’ 

items, of which three items load highest on factor 1 and the other three on factor 3. 

Nevertheless, they also don’t load low on each other’s factor, which indicates that there is a 

certain degree of overlap.  

The factor analysis does not yield the exact same division as Davis et.al (1989) had intended, 

but it does not deviate as much as it is the case for the ‘resistance to change’ scale. Then 

again, the ‘resistance to change’ scale’s survey items are more similar to one another than it 

is the case for the ‘technology acceptance’ survey items. Nonetheless, Davis et al.’s 

‘technology acceptance’ survey items have been applied and validated numerous times within 

academic research purposes. In addition, each of the hypothesized constructs (‘perceived 
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usefulness’ α = .890, ‘perceived ease-of-use’ α = .884 and ‘attitude towards automation’ α = 

.893) have yielded favorable Cronbach’s alpha values. Furthermore, the principal component 

analysis’s factor division does not fit a better composition of subjects. As a result, the original 

scale division will be used for the regression analysis. 

4.6. Regression analysis 

To provide decisive insight with regard to the relationships that are hypothesized in the 

theoretical framework (Figure 8), a regression analysis is carried out. The analysis provides 

an understanding of the direction and strength of each relation. It also determines whether or 

not the relation between the constructs is significant and on what level and to which extent 

the independent variables explain the dependent variable’s outcome. The results will be 

discussed per construct and associated hypothesis. In addition a linear regression analysis is 

conducted for the complete model, to see if this increases the explained variance compared to 

the singular regression models. 

 

Figure 8 – Conceptual model of the research’s theoretical framework 

4.6.1. Attitude towards automation 

A lab technician’s attitude towards automation is seen as the dependent variable of this 

study’s conceptual model because it is the greatest determinant of behavioral intention with 

regard to a system (Davis F. D., 1989). A multiplicity of regression analyses is executed in 

order to deduce the relationships among the hypothesized constructs. Furthermore, the 

regression analyses also elucidate the strength and significance of each relationship. Table 8 

displays five different regression models, where each model is composed with a different 

variety of constructs in order to juxtapose their effects. 
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Table 8 – Five regression analyses with ‘attitude towards automation’ as the dependent variable 

Dependent variable: Attitude towards automation 

 
Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 Model 5 

Construct β p β p β p β p β p 

(Constant) .272 .537 2.715 <.001 7.708 <.001 -1.349 .186 -1.250 1.108 

Perceived 

usefulness 
1.004 <.001     1.010 <.001 .959 <.001 

Perceived 

ease-of-use 
  .553 <.001   .162 .051 .182 .045 

Routine 

seeking 
    -.637 .024 .078 .675 .119 .197 

Emotional 

reaction 
    .478 .065 .018 .915 .051 .168 

Short-term 

focus 
    -.283 .373 -.060 .758 -.147 .205 

Cognitive 

rigidity 
    -.392 .048 .226 .098 .177 .144 

Gender         -.033 .854 

Age         .044 .685 

Years of 

service 
        -.062 .457 

Educational 

level 
        .122 .228 

R2 .715 .342 .298 .747 .760 

Adjusted R2 .710 .331 .249 .719 .713 

F 150.226 <.001 31.197 <.001 6.044 <.001 27.019 <.001 16.173 <.001 

Model 1 

Model 1 is composed of only one independent variable, ‘perceived usefulness’ with ‘attitude 

towards automation’ as the dependent variable. From Model 1 it can be deduced that 

‘perceived usefulness’ has a positive and significant (p < 0.05) effect on the dependent 

variable. Moreover the effect is quite strong with a β-value of 1.004 and an R2-value that 

explains the dependent variable’s variance for 71.5%. This means that the stronger, e.g. 

higher, a lab technician’s perception of usefulness of the automation system is, the more 

positive is his or her attitude and consequently, his or her behavioral intention. 
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Model 2 

Model 2 solely analyzes the effect of ‘perceived ease-of-use’ on ‘attitude towards 

automation’. The model shows that a lab technician’s perception of the ease-of-use of 

automation systems has a significant (p < 0.05) and positive (β-value: .553) effect on his or 

her attitude towards automation. However, the regression value is not as high as that of 

‘perceived usefulness’ and neither is the model’s R2-value (.342). Nevertheless, ‘perceived 

ease-of-use’ plays an undeniable role in predicting a lab technician’s ‘attitude towards 

automation’. 

Model 3 

Model 3 focusses on the relationship of the different ‘resistance to change’ constructs with 

‘attitude towards automation’. The model shows that the relationships of ‘routine seeking’, 

‘short-term focus’ and ‘cognitive rigidity’ with ‘attitude towards automation’ are all negative 

of kind, as it was expected and hypothesized. On the contrary, ‘emotional reaction to imposed 

change’ regresses positively with ‘attitude towards automation. Nevertheless, the 

relationships of ‘emotional reaction to imposed change’ and ‘short-term focus’ with the 

dependent variable are found to be insignificant (p > 0.05). On the other hand, the 

relationships of ‘routine seeking’ (β-value: -.637) and ‘cognitive rigidity’ (β-value: -.392) 

with the dependent variable are significant (p < 0.05) and the model accounts for 30% of the 

variance in a lab technician’s attitude towards automation. 

Model 4 

Model 4 evaluates the complete model with the exclusion of the control variables. According 

to the model it can be concluded that ‘perceived usefulness’ still portrays the biggest role 

with regard to the dependent variable. Moreover, it is the only significant construct within the 

concerning model. The effect of ‘perceived ease-of-use’ is judged insignificant, but only by a 

very small margin, as the p-value falls 0.001 short of being significant. Its effect within the 

model should therefore not be ruled out completely. The ‘resistance to change’ related 

constructs were hypothesized to negatively influence the dependent variable. Nonetheless, 

none of the constructs have yielded a significant regression coefficient. Furthermore, contrary 

to Model 2, where ‘routine seeking’ and ‘cognitive rigidity’ were the significant negatively 

correlated constructs, in Model 3 these constructs have yielded positive regression 

coefficients. The model as a whole accounts for 75% of the variance in the dependent 
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variable. When compared with Model 1 it slightly edges out the adjusted R2 value, with .719 

compared to .710. Hence, the addition of the other constructs enhances the model in terms of 

explained variance in the dependent variable. 

Model 5 – full conceptual model 

Model 5 sets out to evaluate the complete conceptual model. The model shows that the 

relation of ‘perceived usefulness’ with ‘attitude towards automation’ is still the most 

important. It still is the biggest (β-value: 1.010), significant (p < 0.05), influencer of a lab 

technician’s attitude towards automation. Hence, hypothesis 1 is confirmed. 

Hypothesis 1: Lab technicians who score high on ‘perceived usefulness (of automation)’ will 

also score high on ‘attitude towards automation’. 

‘Perceived ease-of-use’ is the only other construct with a significant relation (p < 0.05) with 

the dependent variable within the full model. This effect also has a positive directional 

coefficient (β-value: .182). Based on these findings, hypothesis 2 is also confirmed. 

Hypothesis 2: Lab technicians who score high on ‘perceived ease-of-use (of automation)’ will 

also score high on ‘attitude towards automation’. 

Furthermore, it can be concluded that the relationships of the ‘resistance to change’ based 

constructs with the dependent variable, ‘attitude towards automation’, are not significant (p > 

0.05) within the full conceptual model. Whereas, respectively, ‘routine seeking’ and 

‘cognitive rigidity’ have yielded significant relationships with ‘attitude towards automation’ 

in Model 3, in the full model these relations are not of significant impact. As a result there is 

no empirical support for hypotheses 4a, 4b, 4c and 4d. 

Based on Model 5, it can also be deduced that none of the control variables is of significant 

impact within the conceptual model. This means that gender as well as age, years of service 

(at MSD Animal Health) and educational level do not play a significant role in determining a 

lab technician’s attitude towards automation. Nonetheless, even when it appears that the 

majority of the included constructs does not play a significant role in the full conceptual 

model, the model still accounts for 76% (R2) of the variance in the dependent variable. When 

comparing the adjusted R2 value with the other models, it is slightly edged out by Model 4. 

This outcome is likely explained by the fact that all the control variables are insignificant and 

therefore do not add any variance explaining potential to the model.   
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4.6.2. Perceived usefulness 

Perceived usefulness is characterized as the prospective user's subjective probability that 

using a specific application technique will increase his or her job performance within an 

organizational context (Davis F. D., 1989). A variety of linear regression analyses (Table 9) 

are executed in order to test whether or not ‘perceived ease-of-use’ and ‘resistance to change’ 

have significant impact on a lab technician’s perception of usefulness of automation. 

Table 9 – Three regression analyses with ‘perceived usefulness’ as the dependent variable 

Dependent variable: Perceived usefulness 

 Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 

Construct β p β p β p 

(Constant) 2.945 <.001 7.672 <.001 5.549 <.001 

Perceived ease-of-use .452 <.001   .264 .001 

Routine seeking   -.649 .001 -.552 .003 

Emotional reaction   .445 .016 .428 .012 

Short-term focus   -.175 .434 -.099 .632 

Cognitive rigidity   -.530 <.001 -.396 .004 

R2 .322 .510 .592 

Adjusted R2 .310 .476 .556 

F 28.434 <.001 14.841 <.001 16.266 <.001 

Model 1 

Model 1 solely analyzes the effect of ‘perceived ease-of-use’ on ‘perceived usefulness’. As it 

was substantiated and hypothesized in the theoretical framework, one’s perception of ease-of-

use would enhance one’s perception of usefulness. This effect is explained by the fact that 

saved effort due to improved levels of ease-of-use may be redeployed, permitting a person to 

achieve more work for the same effort. Model 1 supports these understandings because the 

regression coefficient is positive (β-value: .452) and significant (p < 0.05). Furthermore, the 

model yields an R2-value of .322. 

Model 2 

The second model focusses on the relationships between the ‘resistance to change’ constructs 

and ‘perceived usefulness’. Each of the four independent variables were hypothesized to have 

a negative relationship with the dependent variable. These assumptions are supported for 

‘routine seeking’ (β-value: -.649), ‘short-term focus’ (β-value: -.175) and ‘cognitive rigidity’ 
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(β-value: -.530), nonetheless ‘short-term focus’ is judged insignificant (p > 0.05). Oddly, as it 

was also the case with ‘attitude towards automation’ as the dependent variable, ‘emotional 

reaction to imposed change’ seems to have a positive (β-value: .445) effect on ‘perceived 

usefulness’. This relationship is also judged significant (p < 0.05). Furthermore, the model 

account for 51% of the variance in ‘perceived usefulness’. 

Model 3 

The third model is the full model for ‘perceived usefulness’ as a dependent variable within 

the conceptual model. As it was also the case in the singular first model, ‘perceived ease-of-

use’ still fulfills a significant positive (β-value: .264) relationship with ‘perceived usefulness’. 

Hence, hypothesis 3 can be confirmed. 

Hypothesis 3: Lab technicians who score high on ‘perceived ease-of-use (of automation)’ will 

also score high on ‘perceived usefulness (of automation)’. 

The relationships of the ‘resistance to change’ related constructs with the dependent variable 

are comparable to results of Model 2. The same construct have significant relations and these 

relations have the same directional coefficients. Hence it can be concluded that hypotheses 5a 

and hypothesis 5d are confirmed and hypothesis 5b and 5c are not, because they are 

respectively positively related and insignificant. 

Hypothesis 5a: Lab technicians who score high on ‘routine seeking’ will score low on 

‘perceived usefulness (of automation)’. 

Hypothesis 5d: Lab technicians who score high on ‘cognitive rigidity’ will score low on 

‘perceived usefulness (of automation)’. 

Furthermore, it can also be concluded that the effect of, respectively, ‘routine seeking’ and 

‘cognitive rigidity’ on ‘attitude towards automation’ are fully mediated by ‘perceived 

usefulness’. Their direct effect on respectively ‘attitude towards automation’ (Model 3, Table 

8) and ‘perceived usefulness’ (Model 2, Table 9) are significant and the relationship between 

‘perceived usefulness’ and ‘attitude towards automation’ is also significant (Model 1, Table 

8). Nonetheless, ‘routine seeking’ and ‘cognitive rigidity’ are insignificant in the complete 

conceptual model (Model 5, Table 8). Hence, it can be judged as a full mediation.  
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4.6.3. Perceived ease-of-use 

Perceived ease-of-use refers to the degree to which the prospective user expects the target 

system to be free of effort and compatible with his or her knowledge and abilities. A 

regression analysis is performed in order to judge whether or not this expectancy is 

influenced by a form of resistance to change. Table 10 shows the results of the concerning 

regression analysis.  

Table 10 – Regression analysis with ‘perceived ease-of-use’ as the dependent variable 

Dependent variable: Perceived ease-of-use 

 Model 1 

Construct β p 

(Constant) 8.048 <.001 

Routine seeking -.366 .227 

Emotional reaction .064 .818 

Short-term focus -.287 .407 

Cognitive rigidity -.511 .019 

R2 .252 

Adjusted R2 .200 

F 4.808 .002 

 

It was hypothesized that all four of the ‘resistance to change’ related constructs would have 

negative effects on ‘perceived ease-of-use’. As it seems this is the case for ‘routine seeking’ 

(β-value: -.366), ‘short-term focus’ (β-value: -.287) and ‘cognitive rigidity’ (β-value: -.511). 

Nonetheless, only the relationship between ‘cognitive rigidity’ and ‘perceived ease-of-use’ is 

significant (p < 0.05). As it was already the case in all of the other models, ‘emotional 

reaction to imposed change’ has yielded, albeit small and insignificant, a positive relationship 

(β-value: .064) with the dependent variable. Hence, only hypothesis 6d is supported. 

Hypothesis 6d: Lab technicians who score high on ‘cognitive rigidity’ will score low on 

‘perceived ease-of-use (of automation)’. 

Furthermore, it can also be concluded that the effect of ‘cognitive rigidity’ on ‘attitude 

towards automation’ is also fully mediated by ‘perceived ease-of-use’. The effect of 

‘cognitive rigidity’ on respectively ‘attitude towards automation’ (Model 3, Table 8) and 

‘perceived ease-of-use’ (Model 1, Table 10) is significant. Moreover, the relationship 
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between ‘perceived ease-of-use’ and ‘attitude towards automation’ is also significant (Model 

2, Table 8). Nevertheless, in the complete conceptual model (Model 5, Table 8), the impact of 

‘cognitive rigidity’ is insignificant. Hence, it can be judged as a full mediation. 

4.6.4. Empirical model 

As the result of the regression analyses it is possible to generate a graphical representation of 

the empirical model. The empirical model is based on the conceptual model (Figure 8), with 

the exception that it only displays the relationships that are found to be significant. Each line 

represents a significant relationship and is consequently provided with the corresponding 

regression coefficient. The empirical model is displayed in Figure 9. 

 

Figure 9 – Empirical model 
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5. Discussion and conclusions 

This chapter will elaborate on the findings that were brought forth in the preceding chapter. 

The key findings of the analyses will be summarized and subsequently translated into 

implications on a theoretical level as well as managerial implications tailored to MSD Animal 

Health. Furthermore, the chapter will conclude on this research’s limitations. 

5.1. Key findings 

The influence which a lab technician’s perception of usefulness has on his attitude towards 

automation is the most important relationship within the conceptual model. This is in the first 

place indicated by its singular model (Model 1, Table 8), which already accounted for an 

adjusted R2-value of .710, whereas the full conceptual model (Model 5, Table 8) yielded an 

adjusted R2-value of .713. This minor difference reveals that the inclusion of all the other 

constructs has only added .003 to the (adjusted) explaining power of the model. Hence, it can 

be confirmed that a high perception of usefulness will lead a user to believe in the existence 

of a positive use-performance relationship (Davis F. D., 1989). Furthermore, it can be 

deduced that the effect of ‘perceived ease-of-use’ on ‘attitude towards automation’ is second 

to that of ‘perceived usefulness’. Nonetheless, it is also significant (p-value: 0.045) and 

positive (β-value: .182). Thus, the objective design characteristic constructs have the biggest 

role in determining a lab technician’s attitude towards automation. 

It is also interesting to conclude that none of the control variables (‘gender’, ‘age’, ‘years of 

service’ and ‘educational level’) has a significant effect on a lab technician’s attitude towards 

automation. In other words and according to the current study, it doesn’t matter what gender, 

what age, how long the person has worked for MSD Animal Health or what his or her 

educational background is, it will not significantly influence his or her attitude towards 

automation. The same holds, to a certain extent, for the four forms of ‘resistance to change’. 

None of them has a significant direct effect on ‘attitude towards automation’ within the full 

conceptual model (Model 5, Table 8). Nevertheless, the effect of the ‘routine seeking’ 

construct on ‘attitude towards automation’ is fully mediated through ‘perceived usefulness’. 

‘Cognitive rigidity’ is even fully mediated through ‘perceived usefulness’ as well as 

‘perceived ease-of-use’. 
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The study also empirically confirmed that higher levels of ‘perceived ease-of-use’ also 

contribute to increased levels of usefulness. The effect is explained by the fact that saved 

effort due to improved levels of ease-of-use may be redeployed, permitting a person to 

achieve more work for the same effort (Fred D. Davis, 2000). The study also revealed that 

‘routine seeking’ and ‘cognitive rigidity’ personality traits have a significant (resp. p-value: 

0.003 and 0.004) and negative effect (resp. β-value: -.552 and -.396) on a lab technician’s 

perception of usefulness with regard to automation. The ‘emotional reaction to imposed 

change’ trait also yielded a significant relationship (p-value: 0.012), but contrary to its 

hypothesis the resulting relationship was positive of kind (β-value: .428). Ultimately, it can 

be concluded that ‘resistance to change’ personality traits have a significant influence on a 

lab technician’s perception of usefulness with regard to automation. 

As it seems, only the ‘cognitive rigidity’ trait has a significant (p-value: 0.019) effect on a lab 

technician’s perception of the degree to which he or she expects the automation system to be 

free of effort and compatible with his or her knowledge and abilities. The relationship is, as it 

was hypothesized, negative of kind (β-value: -.511). In other words, a lab technician with 

higher levels of cognitive rigidity could perceive ease-of-use of automation as worse than it is 

through the principles of dogmatism, self-efficacy and locus of control (Oreg S. , 2006). 

5.2. Implications 

These implications can be segregated into theoretical implications, which are implications 

addressed at the scientific community by means of reflections on the utilized literature and on 

the other hand managerial implications. The managerial implications are more practical of 

nature and are consequently addressed directly at MSD Animal Health in their transitional 

phase towards incorporation of automation in their Quality Control Operations department. 

5.2.1. Theoretical implications 

Davis et al. (1989) have set out to transform Fishbein and Ajzen’s (1980) theory of reasoned 

action into a model that was significantly less generic in order to comprehend user acceptance 

of technological innovations. Davis et al. postulated that there are two primary factors in the 

technology acceptance model that affect a person’s means of technology acceptance. These 

are ‘perceived usefulness’ and ‘perceived ease-of-use’. Of the two, Davis et al. had concluded 

that ‘perceived usefulness’ would be the most considerable explainer of behavioral intention 
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(Davis F. D., 1989). This is supported in the current study, where ‘perceived usefulness’ is 

concluded to fulfill the most substantial role in the conceptual model (Model 5, Table 8). 

Furthermore, ‘perceived ease-of-use’ is determined to be the only other significant explainer 

of ‘attitude towards automation’. In other words, the current study supports the existing 

literature with regard to the ‘technology acceptance’ constructs. 

Nov (2008) has stated that a thorough understanding of which human factors strengthen or 

weaken individual beliefs about ease-of-use and usefulness of technological innovations not 

only has significance for theory development in the field. Moreover, Davis et al. theorized 

that high levels of ‘perceived ease-of-use’ would contribute to increased levels of usefulness, 

through saved effort and time. The current study confirms this notion and therefore supports 

the existing literature.  

Furthermore, the current study adds to the literature, in terms of new insights, which human 

factors of ‘resistance to change’ strengthen or weaken individual beliefs of ease-of-use and 

usefulness of technological innovations. Based on the preceding research of Oreg (2003) 

about the different forms of a human’s dispositional inclination to resist changes, it was 

hypothesized that none of the four sub constructs would enhance beliefs of ease-of-use and 

usefulness. Nonetheless, it does not seem to be the case for ‘emotional reaction to imposed 

change’. Against all predictions, this construct yielded positive regression coefficients in 

relation to ‘attitude towards automation’, ‘perceived usefulness’ and ‘perceived ease-of-use’. 

Still, only in the case of ‘perceived usefulness’ as the dependent variable, it was significant, 

regardless it turned out to be the strongest positive influencer of ‘perceived usefulness’. On 

the other hand, ‘routine seeking’ and ‘cognitive rigidity’ seem to be significant negative 

influencers of beliefs of ease-of-use and usefulness and therefore support the hypothesized 

research gap. 

5.2.2. Managerial implications for MSD Animal Health 

The statistical analyses also bare value in terms of practical implications. The managerial 

implications are directed at the company as advice with regard to what actions can be taken 

based on the executed study. These implications are intended to facilitate a smooth transition 

towards the incorporation of automation into quality control proceedings. 
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The most important influencer of a lab technician’s attitude towards automation is his or her 

perception of the usefulness. The higher one’s perception of the usefulness, the more likely it 

is that his or her attitude towards automation will be positive, which consequently enhances 

the behavioral intention with regard to the system (Davis F. D., 1989). The descriptive 

statistics (paragraph 4.3.) indicate that the respondent group does perceive the incorporation 

of automation as useful, with a mean score of 5.27 on a seven point Likert scale. From a 

company point of view this can be seen as a highly favorable outcome. Nonetheless, as it is 

the most important influencing construct, it is sensible to positively stimulate the awareness 

of usefulness through organized information provisioning about the rationales to incorporate 

such technological innovations. Organized information provisioning about the rationales 

should incorporate insights on job relevance, output quality and result demonstrability as 

these are empirically proven positive determinants of perceptions of usefulness (Fred D. 

Davis, 2000). 

The second most important influencer of a lab technician’s attitude towards automation, as 

well as a positive influencer of ‘perceived usefulness’, is ‘perceived ease-of-use’. In order to 

create a positive attitude towards automation, it is important that a lab technician perceives 

the technological innovation as compatible with his or her knowledge and abilities. As it is, 

the lab technicians indicate that their perception of the ease-of-use is quite good, with a mean 

score of 5.15 on a seven point Likert scale (paragraph 4.3.). Still, it would be sensible from a 

company point of view, to educate and train their lab technicians prior to the implementation 

of such technological innovations, in order to enhance optimal perception of usefulness and 

ease-of-use and consequently, behavioral intention. Current literature suggests that 

organizations should consider training programs that target the enhancement of anchoring 

determinants of ‘perceived ease-of-use’ such as system self-efficacy, awareness and external 

control (Venkatesh V. , 2000). 

In terms of managing influential forms of ‘resistance to change’, it is important to adequately 

handle ‘routine seeking’ and ‘cognitive rigidity’ personality traits. These forms of ‘resistance 

to change’ have turned out to significantly influence perceptions of usefulness and ease-of-

use in a negative way. Satisfyingly, the descriptive statistics (paragraph 4.3.) indicated that 

these traits are only mildly present among the lab technicians. ‘Routine seeking’ yielded a 

mean score of 2.27 and ‘cognitive rigidity’ yielded a mean score of 2.99, both are scored on a 

six point Likert scale. The ‘routine seeking’ personality trait often pertains to the fact that 
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“familiarity breeds comfort”. Consequently, individuals might experience stress as a result of 

new stimuli, because familiar responses are inconsistent with the situation (Harrison, 1970). 

In a similar way, ‘cognitive rigidity’ is expressed through self-efficacy and locus of control, 

which leads cognitive rigid individuals to rigidly hold on to their views (Oreg S. , 2006). The 

limitation of the expression and therefore influence of these traits fits the implications with 

regard to the enhancement of perceptions of usefulness and ease-of-use, namely stimulation 

of awareness through organized information provisioning and education as well as training 

prior to the implementation of automation systems. This will create a certain familiarity and it 

will enhance the sense of locus of control amongst the lab technicians (Oreg, 2003). 

The analytical results and subsequently the implications are shared with the company 

stakeholders by means of a presentation (Appendix 7. Company results presentation). This 

meeting is attended by the head of Quality Control Operations, operational coaches (of the 

lab technicians) and multiple improvement engineers. The presentation’s goal was to initiate 

a discussion about what actions could be derived from the presented results. As a result the 

stakeholders have decided that the described managerial implications will be taken into 

practice for the remaining trajectory of implementing automation. Nonetheless, as the 

trajectory of implementing automation is different for each quality control team, the 

implications will be tailored by the stakeholders to fit the specific characteristics of the 

concerning team. Moreover, they will implement the creation of small automation workforce 

groups existing of lab technicians that fit the outlined profile of low resistance to change and 

high affinity with automation technology. 

5.3. Limitations and future research 

The first and foremost limitation of this study is the limited amount of respondents. This 

study’s quantitative analysis has been executed with a relatively low number of respondents 

(n = 62), as a result of the limited population of Quality Control Operations lab technicians. 

Still, in terms of response rate it cannot be seen as a disappointing level of participation, since 

the total sample consists of approximately ninety-five lab technicians. Nonetheless, the 

regression analyses’ significance values could present a distorted picture because of the 

relatively low amount of data entries. A higher amount of respondents could result in 

exposure of more significant relationships within the conceptual model. Furthermore, it can 

be concluded that it is odd that ‘perceived ease-of-use’ does not portray a significant (p > 
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0.05) role within the full conceptual model without control variables, whereas it yielded a 

significant p-value (p < 0.05) in the model where the control variables are included. The 

anomaly here lies in the fact that p-values normally rise when more variables are included, 

whereas it is the other way around in this case. 

Another limitation as a result of the relatively low amount of respondents is the lack of 

analysis possibilities with regard to subsets based on the control variables, as it might be 

interesting and also of practical value to analyze whether certain relationships are different 

when the analysis is controlled for a particular respondent sub group. It could answer 

questions like whether or not ‘resistance to change’ and ‘technology acceptance’ would be 

different for specific age categories or for different educational backgrounds. Consequently, 

it would enable the company to make a further substantiated consideration with regard to the 

most suitable profile for certain proceedings. 

Furthermore, a regard should be made about possible self-justification. The current study 

hypothesized and analyzed that there is a causal relationship between ‘resistance to change’ 

and a lab technician’s means of technology acceptance in the form of automation. The 

theoretical framework has substantiated the belief that personality traits of ‘resistance to 

change’ weaken individual beliefs about ease-of-use and usefulness of technological 

innovations. Valid theoretical background is established to assume that these relationships are 

significant. Moreover, a part of these assumptions are empirically proven. Nonetheless, it 

does not rule out the possibility that one’s individual beliefs about ease-of-use and usefulness 

of technological innovations could affect a person’s dispositional inclination to resist 

changes. Nevertheless, theoretically it is unlikely that the reverse model would have 

comparable or more viability than the conceptual model. Since ‘resistance to change’ is seen 

as a personality trait (Oreg, 2003), whereas individual beliefs about ease-of-use and 

usefulness of technological innovations are subjective situational convictions. As a result, it is 

unlikely that these situational aspects will significantly and actively influence the expression 

of a personality trait like ‘resistance to change’ more than it would the other way around. 

Nevertheless, in order to reach conclusiveness on the topic of self-justification with regard to 

the current research model, it could be empirically tested in future research. One could 

choose to empirically study the likes of ‘technology acceptance’ measures as a determinant of 

‘resistance to change’ by means of an experiment in which respondents with known different 

attitudes towards a certain innovation are studied in terms of resulting ‘resistance to change’. 
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Appendices 

Appendix 1. Measurements table 

Table 11 – Extended survey design characteristics table 

Construct Survey items Reference Cronbach’s 

alpha (α) 

Routine seeking 

(Resistance to 

change) 

 

6 point Likert-

scale  

(strongly disagree 

– strongly agree) 

1. I’d rather be bored than surprised 

2. I’ll take a routine day over a day full 

of unexpected events any time 

3. Whenever my life forms a stable 

routine, I look for ways to change it a 

4. I generally consider changes to be a 

negative thing 

5. I like to do the same old things rather 

than try new and different ones 

(Oreg, 

2003) 

0.89 

Emotional 

reaction 

(Resistance to 

change) 

 

6 point Likert-

scale  

(strongly disagree 

– strongly agree) 

1. If I were to be informed that there’s 

going to be a significant change 

regarding the way things are done at 

work, I would probably feel stressed 

2. When I am informed of a change of 

plans, I tense up a bit 

3. When things don’t go according to 

plans, it stresses me out 

4. If my boss changed the criteria for 

evaluating employees, it would 

probably make me feel uncomfortable 

even if I thought I’d do just as well 

without having to do any extra work 

(Oreg, 

2003) 

0.86 
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Short-term 

focus 

(Resistance to 

change) 

 

6 point Likert-

scale  

(strongly disagree 

– strongly agree) 

1. Changing plans seems like a real 

hassle to me 

2. When someone pressures me to 

change something, I tend to resist it 

even if I think the change may 

ultimately benefit me 

3. Once I’ve made plans, I’m not likely 

to change them 

4. Often, I feel a bit uncomfortable even 

about changes that may potentially 

improve my life 

(Oreg, 

2003) 

0.71 

Cognitive 

rigidity 

(Resistance to 

change) 

6 point Likert-

scale  

(strongly disagree 

– strongly agree) 

1. I don’t change my mind easily 

2. I often change my mind a 

3. My views are very consistent over 

time 

(Oreg, 

2003) 

0.68 

Perceived 

usefulness 

 

7 point Likert-

scale  

(strongly disagree 

– strongly agree) 

1. Using automated systems, to execute 

tasks that are currently executed 

manually, in my job would enable me 

to accomplish tasks more quickly 

2. Using automated systems, to execute 

tasks that are currently executed 

manually, would improve my job 

performance 

3. Using automated systems, to execute 

tasks that are currently executed 

manually, in my job would increase 

my productivity 

4. Using automated systems, to execute 

tasks that are currently executed 

(Davis D. 

F., 1989) 

0.98 
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manually, would enhance my 

effectiveness on the job 

5. Using automated systems, to execute 

tasks that are currently executed 

manually, would make it easier to do 

my job 

6. I would find automated systems, to 

execute tasks that are currently 

executed manually, useful in my job 

Perceived ease-

of use 

 

7 point Likert-

scale  

(strongly disagree 

– strongly agree) 

1. I expect automated systems, to 

execute tasks that are currently 

executed manually, to be easy to use 

2. I expect to easily learn how to 

use/operate automated systems, to 

execute tasks that are currently 

executed manually 

3. I think it will be easy for me to 

become skillful at using automated 

systems, to execute tasks that are 

currently executed manually 

(Park S. 

Y., 2009) 

0.93 

Attitude 

towards 

automation 

1. Executing quality control operations 

with the help of automated systems, 

to execute tasks that are currently 

executed manually, is a good idea 

2. Executing quality control operations 

with the help of automated systems, 

to execute tasks that are currently 

executed manually, is a wise idea 

3. I am positive toward automated 

systems, to execute tasks that are 

currently executed manually, in 

quality control operations. (Even 

when this could mean that the content 

of my job and therefore also the 

required/recommended competences 

could change) 

(Park S. 

Y., 2009) 

0.94 

a These items were reverse coded prior to running the analysis 
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Appendix 2. Pre-test data analysis 

Inter-correlation matrices 

Table 12 - Inter-correlation matrix regarding ‘attitude towards automation’ survey items 

Correlations 

 Q1Att Q2Att Q3Att 

Q1Att Pearson Correlation 1 1,000** ,258 

Sig. (2-tailed)  ,000 ,537 

N 8 8 8 

Q2Att Pearson Correlation 1,000** 1 ,258 

Sig. (2-tailed) ,000  ,537 

N 8 8 8 

Q3Att Pearson Correlation ,258 ,258 1 

Sig. (2-tailed) ,537 ,537  
N 8 8 8 

 
**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 

 

Table 13 - Inter-correlation matrix regarding ‘perceived usefulness’ survey items 

 Q1PerUse Q2PerUse Q3PerUse Q4PerUse Q5PerUse Q6PerUse 

Q1PerUse Pearson Correlation 1 ,493 ,690 ,577 ,180 ,775* 

Sig. (2-tailed)  ,215 ,058 ,134 ,670 ,024 

N 8 8 8 8 8 8 

Q2PerUse Pearson Correlation ,493 1 ,922** ,967** ,619 ,534 

Sig. (2-tailed) ,215  ,001 ,000 ,101 ,173 

N 8 8 8 8 8 8 

Q3PerUse Pearson Correlation ,690 ,922** 1 ,967** ,336 ,534 

Sig. (2-tailed) ,058 ,001  ,000 ,415 ,173 

N 8 8 8 8 8 8 

Q4PerUse Pearson Correlation ,577 ,967** ,967** 1 ,518 ,447 

Sig. (2-tailed) ,134 ,000 ,000  ,188 ,267 

N 8 8 8 8 8 8 

Q5PerUse Pearson Correlation ,180 ,619 ,336 ,518 1 ,417 

Sig. (2-tailed) ,670 ,101 ,415 ,188  ,304 

N 8 8 8 8 8 8 

Q6PerUse Pearson Correlation ,775* ,534 ,534 ,447 ,417 1 

Sig. (2-tailed) ,024 ,173 ,173 ,267 ,304  
N 8 8 8 8 8 8 

*. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). 
**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 
 

Table 14 - Inter-correlation matrix regarding ‘perceived ease-of-use’ survey items 

Correlations 

 Q1PerEas Q2PerEas Q3PerEas 

Q1PerEas Pearson Correlation 1 ,671 ,161 

Sig. (2-tailed)  ,069 ,704 

N 8 8 8 

Q2PerEas Pearson Correlation ,671 1 ,564 

Sig. (2-tailed) ,069  ,145 

N 8 8 8 

Q3PerEas Pearson Correlation ,161 ,564 1 

Sig. (2-tailed) ,704 ,145  
N 8 8 8 
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Table 15 – Inter-correlation matrix regarding ‘routine seeking’ survey items 

Correlations 

 Q1RouSee Q2RouSee Q3RouSee Q4RouSee Q5RouSee 

Q1RouSee Pearson Correlation 1 ,365 ,324 ,913** ,183 

Sig. (2-tailed)  ,374 ,433 ,002 ,665 

N 8 8 8 8 8 

Q2RouSee Pearson Correlation ,365 1 ,652 ,067 ,733* 

Sig. (2-tailed) ,374  ,080 ,875 ,038 

N 8 8 8 8 8 

Q3RouSee Pearson Correlation ,324 ,652 1 ,059 ,652 

Sig. (2-tailed) ,433 ,080  ,889 ,080 

N 8 8 8 8 8 

Q4RouSee Pearson Correlation ,913** ,067 ,059 1 ,067 

Sig. (2-tailed) ,002 ,875 ,889  ,875 

N 8 8 8 8 8 

Q5RouSee Pearson Correlation ,183 ,733* ,652 ,067 1 

Sig. (2-tailed) ,665 ,038 ,080 ,875  
N 8 8 8 8 8 

 

 
Table 16 - Inter-correlation matrix regarding ‘emotional reaction to imposed change’ survey items 

Correlations 

 Q1EmoRea Q2EmoRea Q3EmoRea Q4EmoRea 

Q1EmoRea Pearson Correlation 1 ,917** ,984** ,069 

Sig. (2-tailed)  ,001 ,000 ,871 

N 8 8 8 8 

Q2EmoRea Pearson Correlation ,917** 1 ,955** ,110 

Sig. (2-tailed) ,001  ,000 ,795 

N 8 8 8 8 

Q3EmoRea Pearson Correlation ,984** ,955** 1 ,026 

Sig. (2-tailed) ,000 ,000  ,952 

N 8 8 8 8 

Q4EmoRea Pearson Correlation ,069 ,110 ,026 1 

Sig. (2-tailed) ,871 ,795 ,952  
N 8 8 8 8 

 

 

Table 17 - Inter-correlation matrix regarding ‘short-term focus’ survey items 

Correlations 

 Q1ShoFoc Q2ShoFoc Q3ShoFoc Q4ShoFoc 

Q1ShoFoc Pearson Correlation 1 ,053 ,204 ,046 

Sig. (2-tailed)  ,901 ,629 ,913 

N 8 8 8 8 

Q2ShoFoc Pearson Correlation ,053 1 ,112 ,331 

Sig. (2-tailed) ,901  ,792 ,424 

N 8 8 8 8 

Q3ShoFoc Pearson Correlation ,204 ,112 1 ,098 

Sig. (2-tailed) ,629 ,792  ,818 

N 8 8 8 8 

Q4ShoFoc Pearson Correlation ,046 ,331 ,098 1 

Sig. (2-tailed) ,913 ,424 ,818  
N 8 8 8 8 
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Table 18 - Inter-correlation matrix regarding ‘cognitive rigidity’ survey items 

Correlations 

 Q1CogRig Q2CogRig Q3CogRig 

Q1CogRig Pearson Correlation 1 ,567 ,449 

Sig. (2-tailed)  ,143 ,264 

N 8 8 8 

Q2CogRig Pearson Correlation ,567 1 ,339 

Sig. (2-tailed) ,143  ,411 

N 8 8 8 

Q3CogRig Pearson Correlation ,449 ,339 1 

Sig. (2-tailed) ,264 ,411  
N 8 8 8 
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Appendix 3. Pre-test feedback 

Underneath you will read the optional feedback provided by the pre-test respondents. As can 

be seen not every respondent has decided to provide feedback on each sub-section, resulting 

in four quotes per sub-section. 

Introductory paragraph (sub-section 1/3) 

 “Geen opmerkingen” 

 “Geen opmerkingen.” 

 “prima” 

 “Duidelijke inleiding.” 

Resistance to change (sub-section 2/3) 

 “we moeten opletten om de NIET in de vraag wel goed wordt gelezen” 

 “Er zitten wat dubbele ontkenningen in de combi van vraagtselling en antwoord, dat 

maakt het lezen/interpreteren lastiger” 

 “de rode sterretjes bij de vragen leiden af..” 

 “De vragen zijn zeer algemeen. Bijvoorbeeld, De laatste vraag (16). Als ik plannen 

gemaakt heb, wil ik die om goede redenen (in het belang van bedrijf of collega's) 

makkelijk veranderen. Echter niet, omdat ik wispelturig ben.” 

Technology acceptance (sub-section 3/3) 

 “vraag 10, 11 en lijken natuurlijk wel erg veel op elkaar” 

  “2 en 3: door automatisering wordt een persoon niet direct productiever, wel een 

heel team bv. omdat we meer batches in eenzelfde tijdsperiode kunnen verwerken. 

Door een disagree op deze vragen geeft misschien een onbedoeld negatief antwoord” 

 “vraag 2 is lastig te interpreteren” 

 “Vraag 10 en 11 zijn bijna identiek. Is dit de bedoeling? Ik ben een groot voorstander 

van automatisering, juist voor kwaliteitsverbetering. Verder ook voor de 

bedrijfskundige kant. Ik weet niet of dit nog ter sprake komt in het vervolg van de 

enquete.Anders zou ik hier graag ook vragen over willen hebben. Is het bij de 

analisten duidelijk wat de forecast is en waar ze samen met de coaches op kunnen 

sturen en plannen” 
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Appendix 4. Survey lay-out 

Dear respondent, 

In the following survey you will be asked to answer questions with regard to your work and 

the feelings and beliefs that accompany the execution of your daily activities. Your answers 

will be handled with the corresponding discretion, which means that the results will be 

completely anonymous and untraceable. I will use the data of the answers in establishing my 

master thesis for my Innovation Management master study at the University of Technology in 

Eindhoven, but moreover I will use the data to try to provide the company with advice on the 

implementation of process innovations with regard to automation. 

The first part of the survey will focus questions with regard to your personal beliefs, whereas 

the second part of the survey will focus on the process innovation of implementing 

automation into your daily proceedings. Due to the difference in need with regard to this 

particular innovation it could be so that this would not be as relevant to you in a short-term 

timeline as it would be for a colleague of yours in a different department. Nevertheless, it will 

be a process innovation that is going to be of importance for the continuous improvement 

spirit that underlies the firm’s business. 

Please answer the questions with honesty, your answers will not be traceable and it will 

benefit the power and generalizability of the results greatly. 

Thank you in advance for your cooperation! 

Kind regards, 

Robin Baars 
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Resistance to change  

 

Routine seeking 

1. I’d rather be bored than surprised 

2. I’ll take a routine day over a day full of unexpected events any time 

3. Whenever my life forms a stable routine, I look for ways to change it a 

4. I generally consider changes to be a negative thing 

5. I like to do the same old things rather than try new and different ones 

Emotional reaction to imposed change 

1. If I were to be informed that there’s going to be a significant change regarding the 

way things are done at work, I would probably feel stressed 

2. When I am informed of a change of plans, I tense up a bit 

3. When things don’t go according to plans, it stresses me out 

4. If my boss changed the criteria for evaluating employees, it would probably make me 

feel uncomfortable even if I thought I’d do just as well without having to do any extra 

work 

Short-term focus 

1. Changing plans seems like a real hassle to me 

2. When someone pressures me to change something, I tend to resist it even if I think the 

change may ultimately benefit me 

3. Once I’ve made plans, I’m not likely to change them 

4. Often, I feel a bit uncomfortable even about changes that may potentially improve my 

life 

Cognitive rigidity 

1. I don’t change my mind easily 

2. I often change my mind a 

3. My views are very consistent over time 

a  These items were reverse coded prior to running the analysis 
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Perceived usefulness 

 

1. Using automated systems, to execute tasks that are currently executed manually, in 

my job would enable me to accomplish tasks more quickly 

2. Using automated systems, to execute tasks that are currently executed manually, 

would improve my job performance (in terms of physical and mental load) 

3. Using automated systems, to execute tasks that are currently executed manually, in 

my job would increase my productivity 

4. Using automated systems, to execute tasks that are currently executed manually, 

would enhance my effectiveness (accuracy, lead time, etc.) on the job 

5. Using automated systems, to execute tasks that are currently executed manually, 

would make it easier to do my job 

6. I would find automated systems, to execute tasks that are currently executed 

manually, useful in my job 

Perceived ease-of-use 

 

1. I expect automated systems, to execute tasks that are currently executed manually, to 

be easy to use 

2. I expect to easily learn how to use/operate automated systems, to execute tasks that 

are currently executed manually 

3. I think it will be easy for me to become skillful at using automated systems, to execute 

tasks that are currently executed manually 

Attitude towards automation 

 

1. I find executing quality control operations with the help of automated systems, to 

execute tasks that are currently executed manually, a good idea from a personal point 

of view 

2. I find executing quality control operations with the help of automated systems, to 

execute tasks that are currently executed manually, a wise idea from a company point 

of view  
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3. I am positive toward automated systems, to execute tasks that are currently executed 

manually, in quality control operations. (Even when this could mean that the content 

of my job and therefore also the required/recommended competences could change) 

Control variables 

1. What is your gender? 

 Male 

 Female 

2. What is your age category? 

 18 – 25 

 26 – 35 

 36 – 45 

 46 – 55 

 56 – 65 

 66 or older 

3. How long have you worked for the company 

 0 – 5 years 

 5 – 10 years 

 10 – 15 years 

 15 – 20 years 

 20 + years 

4. What is your highest form of completed education? 

 High school 

 MBO 

 HBO 

 University Bachelor 

 University Master 

 PhD 
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Appendix 5. Survey results 

Table 19 – Mean value results of each survey item per construct (n=62) 

Survey 

item 

Routine 

seeking 

Emotional 

reaction 

Short-term 

focus 

Cognitive 

rigidity 

Perceived 

ease-of-use 

Perceived 

Usefulness 

Attitude 

towards 

automation 

Q1 1,74 2,34 2,48 2,97 5,44 4,79 5,40 

Q2 2,74 2,29 2,44 3,16 5,18 5,29 5,84 

Q3 2,53 2,94 2,53 2,85 5,16 5,37 5,45 

Q4 2,11 2,16 2,19 - 5,48 - - 

Q5 2,23 - - - 5,08 - - 

Q6 - - - - 5,29 - - 

 

Note: Routine seeking, emotional reaction, short-term focus and cognitive rigidity are 

measured upon a six point Likert scale, whereas the rest is measured upon a seven point 

Likert scale. 
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Appendix 6. Factor analysis 

 

Figure 10 – Scree plot of the factors belonging to the 16 resistance to change related survey items 

 

Figure 11 – Scree plot of the factors belonging to the 12 technology acceptance related survey items 
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Appendix 7. Company results presentation 
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